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Section 1:
Basic Information
The title of the programme

Somleng Program

The name of the Implementing
Partner receiving funding
Implementing Partner contact
person details:
Name

Ponleu Ney Kdey Sangkhum (PNKS) – Light of Hope

Role (Job title)

Development Manager

Address
Tel: - Office Phone
- Cell Phone
E-mail

#19B, Street 145, Phsar Doem Thkov, Chamkarmon,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
 (855) 23 219 554
 (855) 92 278 404
pnks@online.com.kh

Website

www.pnkscambodia.org

The name and role of the person approving the report for the
Implementing Partner. This person must be duly authorized.

Ms. Sar Montha, Chair of BOD of PNKS

The start date of the programme and period covered by the report

January – December 2013

The date of submission of the report

28 February 2013

Leak Chowan (Mr.)

Cover photo: trainees of human rights.
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Section 2:
Situation Report
Political Tension
Cambodia held fifth term national election in July 2013. Two major parties got majority votes—Cambodia
People Party (CPP) got 68 parliamentary seats and Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) got 55 parliamentary
seats of the total 123 seats in the national parliament. The CNRP rejected the results and demanded an
investigation. The unsettled political disagreement led to on-going massive demonstrations demanding Hun Sen
to step down and re-election along with strike of the garment factory workers that led to killing several workers
and several dozen workers arrested by the government forces in Phnom Penh.
This fortunately did not affect much to the work of PNKS and target rural community people as the strike and
demonstration only happened in Phnom Penh. However, it was notice that traveling to Phnom Penh of the local
people was difficult and restricted. The district council of Preah Sdach advised the people not to get involved in
the demonstration but work hard for their better living. District police officer of Preah Sdach at the coffee shop
complained that they’re ordered to be ready always to put down strike or demonstrators when necessary. He
said he could not have time for family business, noticed by staff.
No violence was noticed due to the political tension across program target areas—Preah Sdach, Barsedth, and
Kampong Trach. Commune councillors, villager chiefs from different political parties worked together
peacefully. However, they’re very sensitive and prioritized their line parties’ orders—CNRP activists participated
in demonstrations, some CPP activists were spying on the people, people reported to S-KS staff. Also village
chiefs of Svai Tol, Toul Lean, and Kampong Basrei, reported they could not get people for meeting easily. People
respected association leaders more and that the village chiefs asked them for help to call people for meeting.
General goods prices were noticeably increasing in Preah Sdach and Barsedth but the price of the rice dropped.
People were generally not happy with the violation committed by government forces during the putting down
strikes and demonstrations. Although the incident did not interfere in their daily work and life, it hurt their
hearts. Although there was tension PNKS ensured people understand they have rights to participate or not to
participate in any political, social gathering as this are determined in the universal human rights declaration and
in the Cambodia’s constitution.
Cambodia's national election in July ranked 69th out of 73 elections held worldwide between mid-2012 and the
end of 2013 for electoral integrity, an election research group based at the University of Sydney and Harvard
University has found. The Electoral Integrity Project (EIP) collected assessments from 855 elections experts, 15
specifically on Cambodia, to inform their index of electoral integrity, which evaluated 11 stages of the electoral
process. Cambodia’s election ranked only above those in Belarus, Republic of the Congo, Djibouti and Equatorial
Guinea. Reflecting long-standing criticism of last year’s electoral process, the EIP found that Cambodia
performed worst in voter registration, campaign finance – which includes the use of state resources in
campaigning – and the independence of electoral authorities compared to other electoral stages.
Below are the results of votes count of the two elected parties—CPP and CNRP in all PNKS target commune:
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Agriculture
This year, some farmers in Preah Sdach changed to grow middle rice such as Rumdul, its price was between
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1200-1400 riel per Kilogram. It consumed less chemical fertilizer and provided high yield, in general the
production was about 3,500-4,000kg per hectare. Although, Rumdul took longer time, people could still grow
rice twice a year to go with one short term rice.
According to Mr. Kim Savuth, the chief of Rice Export Federation that the rice export plan to reach 1 million tons
in 2015 was difficult to achieve. Now there were some challenging on transportation, rice seed and bank loan.
However, he expected that in 2014, Cambodia would export about 600,000 tons. Ministry of Commerce
certified that Cambodia exported rice in 2013 about 400,000 tons in which the export under the exception
system was 385,296 tons. It increased 51% comparing to 2012. The plan to increase rice export could promote
local people to grow more rice and the rice price could also increase.
Section 3:
Programme Achievement Against Progress Markers
VISION
Cambodian people living in dignity, peace, justice and hope within a healthy and sustainable
environment.
MISSION
PNKS works to improve community welfare and dignity for vulnerable groups, especially people with
disability, women, children and youth through empowerment, and capacity development of community
networks and local authorities with a focus on health, natural resource management, food security,
democracy and good governance.
GOAL
To improve community health, livelihood, social accountability and the ability to adapt to changing
environmental conditions through integrated and coordinated capacity development support to local
communities and elected bodies.
I. Health and HIV/AIDS
Boundary partner 1: Health Center (HC)
Indicators
Progress Made
The project expects to see:
- The seven Health Centers have been supported by PNKS—3 under
 6 times per year, HC holds
S-PV and 4 under S-KS. All health centers held management
management meeting to
meeting almost every month. Three major changes were identified
discuss health service
due to the regular HC management meeting. 1. The improvement
improvement.
of HC on duties 24 hours a day. 2. The improvement in HC staff
behaviour. They used polite words, encouraged the customers. 3.
The improvement in provision outreach services by the health
center such as vaccination and the support of antenatal care.
- The staff members reported on their achievment work in the month
and chanllenge to the team. They also did some action points to the
challenge and plan for the next month. It was observed the health
center staff behavior was changed; they used polite work,
encouraged the customer, disseminated health service, consulted
the problem to their customer and accepted their request.
Moreover, the head of health center promised to continue on
strengthening staff on shift hour and to make sure the Health
center was available for 24 hours.
 40% of VG used health services
freely and without
discrimination.
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- S-KS conducted a small assessment to 125 people of the VG. The
findings: 110 always used HC; of those who used the HC, 90.04%
reported that they satisfied with their HC service. It was mainly
because of the physician’s attitudes, behaviours.
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Boundary partner 1: Health Center (HC)
Indicators
Progress Made
- According to HC report, HCs had increasingly been providing
services to their customers: Health check: 35,329 including 20,387
females; among those people, vulnerable people were 16,132(46%)
- 8,569 females. And birth deliveries were 846.
The project likes to see:
- Due to the small survey conducted by Health component staff S-PV
 50% of villagers in target areas
on “People satisfaction on Health Center services” to 114
satisfied health services.
households including 81 poor families in the 3 target communes;
the results were 75% satisfy and 25% unsatisfied. Particularly, 71%
of poor families satisfied.
- 18 villages in Preah Sdach were flooded. 2,402 people (F=1,612)
were affected. With the support from PNKS project, HC staff
cooperated with VHSG conducted health check-up and provided
necessary medicines to affected villages. The common sicknesses
were flue, problem with breathing, diarrhoea, and conjunctivitis.
The villagers were very happy with the HC and VHSG work as they
have never received such a warm treatment.
The project loves to see:
- All the 3 HCs in AKR, CKP&LV had staff for 24 hour; 8 hour for all HC
 At least 5 of 7 health centers in
staff and at night they had schedule among the team for night shift
the target area are available to
guard. However, they could call others in case there were urgent
patients 24 hours a day.
cases such as birth delivery and emergency help... Now HCs could
earn more contribution from their customers and it encouraged
them in their work more and more. The HC working hour is 7:3011:30 in the morning and 1:00-5:00 in the afternoon.

Boundary partner 2: Village Health Support Group (VHSG)

Indicators
The project expects to see:
 70% VHSG members attended
each HC bi-monthly meeting.

Progress Made

 6 times per year VHSGs
disseminate PHC and visit
householders in target areas

- HC chief reported that VHSG helped HC a lot in providing health
message to community and from community to HC. They also
helped gathering children for vaccination as well as sending the sick
to HC. Meeting could encourage and improve the relationship
among their team. However, because of very low income or no
income for VHSG, there were some VHSGs moved out and the news
replaces. Thus it required more time to training again and again.
- VHSG in AKR, CKP & Lvea conducted home visit and health
dissemination for 6 times. They encouraged people to use water
filter, having vegetable home gardening and raising animals. It
could help them to save some money and it was good for their
health. About 40-50% of the community people drank boiled water
or clean water from the filter.

The project likes to see:
 60% of VG families satisfied
VHSG services.
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- S-PV, in the 3 HCs, about 63% of VHSG attended the bi-monthly
meeting with HC for 6 times.
- S-KS, by the HC minutes and staff observation revealed that 90% of
VHSGs attended regularly their bi-monthly meetings.

- About 30-40% of VG satisfied with VHSG services, according to the
observation and the word of VHSG. Most villagers know VHSG and
seek help from them when they have some health issues. No news
updated in the last six months.
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Boundary partner 2: Village Health Support Group (VHSG)

Indicators

The project loves to see:
 All of VHSG are model persons
in primary health care in the
community

Progress Made
- Due to the small survey conducted by Health component staff to
114 household including 81 poor families in 20 villages of the 3
target communes in Preah Sdach; the results were 78% satisfied
and 22% did not satisfy and did not know VHSG.
- About 90% of VHSG drank clean water (boiling, filter, and pure
water); about 15% had home gardening; and 40% had clean ground
yard around the house.
- About 55-62% of VHSG’s houses were clean and 93% drank boil
water or water from the filters. 40-55% had vegetable home
garden. They practiced the 3 principles: hygiene food, hygiene
water and hygiene living.

II. Agriculture and Livelihoods
Boundary partner 1 and 2: Farmer Association and Woman Association

Indicators
The project expects to see:
 30% of VG families are FA/WA
members.

 70% of VG families have access
to association loan.

 50% of VG families have home
gardens and animals farms.

The project likes to see:
 80% of the FA/WA members
practice saving regularly

 80% of FAWA meets once a
year to coordinate their
advocacy work for provision of
PNKS Annual Report 2013

Progress Made
- In S-PV up to now the association members were increased from
755 to 783 members including 586 women in 21 FA and 8 WA in the
last six months in the two communes. Among them, there were
17.28% out of the total ID poor I: 966 and 22.65% out of the total ID
poor II: 1,033. The total ID poor members were 36.56%. In S-KS
there was no update in the last six months.
- In the last six months, it’s observed that at least 90% members save
monthly and the minimum saving amount is 1,000 riel (25 cent).
- Among 401 ID poor (level 1 and 2) members, 80% of them used got
loan for fish pond, pumping well, cow, growing vegetable, chicken
raising, pig raising, fish cat raising and cricket raising. However, 11
members borrowed and could not pay back or migrated outside the
areas. The association leaders made agreement for paying step by
step. 14 members failed in their work because their animal was
died due to lack of care (no proper cage, unclean environment or
sleeping net to protect from mosquito…).
- Among 401 ID poor level 1 and 2 members, there were 26%
members had seasonal growing vegetable, and animal raising.
- About 50%-15% of association members who was farmers could
earn additional income between 10,000-30,000riel per day and
25%-45% could earn between 3,000-8,000 riel per day by growing
vegetable, animal raising and doing small business (selling some
goods at their house).
- According staff checklist of S-KS, 83% of 197 VG families in 18
farmer associations have access to association loan and 19% of 197
VG families in 18 famer associations have home gardens, fish
raisings, chicken and animal raisings.
- 95% of FA/WA members practice saving regularly. 36 ID poor level 1
and 2 were not able to save regularly. However, some members of
some associations requested to delay collecting saving fund in the
rainy season as they were busy with their rice fields.
- The representatives in 29 Associations in Preah Sdach joined in the
Annual workshop focusing on Adaptation and Responding to
Climate Change. In the event, there were guest speakers from
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Boundary partner 1 and 2: Farmer Association and Woman Association

Indicators
government agriculture
extension services to farmers

 60% of FA/WA members are
aware of the importance of
diversifying their income
sources due to climate change
and they have at least two of
the agriculture skills listed
below:
- Growing rice
- Growing vegetables
- Growing fruit trees
- Natural pesticide
- Animals raising—mainly
chickens, pigs and fish

The project loves to see:
 All FA/WA members have
enough food to eat throughout
the year.

Progress Made
district governor, district council and district agriculture officer.
They said that they were happy to cooperate with the project work
and the associations to climate change adaptation as well as to
reduce climate change risk and poverty in the community. Also in SKS, 18 famer associations had once met with provincial agricultural
department discuss the provision of government agriculture
services,.
- One of the farmers from farmer association committee in Sre Pring
village, Baseth joined with national forum for advocating with
government about provision agriculture production market and
irrigation system at rural area.
- In Preah Sdach FA/WA had meeting with members regularly to
report the progress of the association fund by writing on the flip
chart to show the saving fund and loan to the members. The
members were allowed to save as much as they can. Of 665
members:
- 82 members saved money not regularly
- 491 members saved between 1,000-1,0000 riel
- 75 members saved between 10,000-30,000 riel
- 17 members saved between 30,000-50,000 riel
- 712 FA/WA members practiced appropriate agriculture techniques.
There were 71% of the members doing early rice-IR for 2 times per
year, 48% doing medium rice, 52% doing late rice, 0.98% follow SRI
method; 6% raising fish in Plastic basin, 21% raising a sigle kind of
fish, 9% raising mix fish, 41% raising fish in natural way (led the fish
flow into the pond during the rainy with flood season), 8% raising
chicken in cages and 85% no proper cage, 48% raising pig in pen and
25% no proper pen, 58% having home vegetable gardening, 48%
having fruid trees, 11% use natural poison.
- In S-KS, 92% of total 2133 farmer association members in 18 FA of
18 villages have regularly saving in every month, 50.67% know
about importance of diversifying their income sources due to
climate change and they have agriculture skill for growing short
time rice and growing vegetable with new techniques, which was
adapted to climate change situation.
- 619 members out of 712 had enough food for 12 months, and 93
members met food shortage about 3-4 months, some of them did
second work for extra income like construction worker in Phnom
Penh or other provinces and small businesspersons in the village.

III. Social Accountability
Boundary partner 1: Village Development Committee (VDC)/CBO

Indicators
The project expects to see:
 Lead 60% of ID Poor 1 & ID
Poor 2 of all BP join in the
development of Commune
Investment Plan at village level.
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Progress Made
- 84 (F=17) of 236 VDC members had enough capacity and join with
CC to prepare Commune Investment Plan. Moreover, they brought
the issues of the poor to deal in the commune meeting.
- 112 (F=22) of 236 VDC members in two communes joined in
Commune Investment Plan and brought the village concerns to
discuss and integrated into the commune plan.
- Commune councils in the two communes cooperated with VDCs
conducted the 2nd step CIP-2014 meeting at village level. About
45% of ID poor families had joined and raised their needs. 11
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Boundary partner 1: Village Development Committee (VDC)/CBO

Indicators
 VDC/CBO, in 13 villages out of
29 Villages of S-PV Project and
10 villages out of 18 villages of
S-KS Project, have capacity to
manage village revolving fund
and have document (agenda,
minute, other relevant
document) available at all time

The project likes to see:
 20% of VDC/CBO have
practiced democracy style in
decision making (listen to and
consider all voices from all sides
before decision is made)
10 poor families in Toulsala
and Svay Chorcheb commune,
S-KS, were provided 25kg
Romdol
Rice
seeds
in
responding to this year
drought. The rice was given in
May 2013. In return, the
families got approximately
450,000 riel after the harvest.
Mrs. San, one of the 10 poor
families at Sangke Leak village
said “I am very happy and
interested in this kind of rice
seeds which grew well against
the drought and pests”. She
also expressed that she kept
some rice seed for next year
planting.

The project love to see:
 The ID Poor 1, ID Poor 2
satisfied VDC/CBO duties in
communities.
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Progress Made
villages got responded on village road renovation, a main line of
road in between 3 villages and a canal renovation.
- VDC in 16 out of 29 villages in the two target communes in Preah
Sdach had capacity to lead the monthly meeting with other
stakeholders—FA/WA, YGV, VHSG. They were able to organize
meeting agenda and keep note of the meeting. Besides, the leaders
had proper bookkeeping and recordings. The most important thing
they encouraged other members to take part in decision making.
- The 18 CBO of S-KS project, 4 CBO have enough capacity to manage
revolving fund and conduct monthly meeting regularly,
furthermore, they have all documents and they are available at all
the time. 10 CBO are medium. Their capacity to manage revolving
fund is ok but they did not regularly conduct their monthly meeting.
- 91 (F=58) of 236 VDC members in 15 villages among 29 villages in
Preah Sdach practiced democratic style in decision making. It is
observed that within the VDC members, they listened and
considered all voices from all members. They accepted the majority
ideas in the meeting. They proved to be transparent and
responsible. They brought issues to the discussion in the meeting
and workout the solution together.
- In S-KS, 20% of CBO have been practicing democratic leadership
style in decision making. For example, in the group they chose
committee’s members by voting and CBO are invited to join the
monthly meeting with commune council regularly, they can report
or ask for intervention from commune council for responding their
needs.
- Staff conducted focus group discussion with VDC members and YGV
in all 29 villages in Preah Sdach. This FGD was done to assess the
following area:
- How villagers participated in Commune Investment Plan
- How VDC members and youths understand human rights and
empowerment.
- How ideas shared, inputs were given within the VDC meetings.
- Team work
- Decision making
- How VDC managed meetings, note taking etc.
- How VDC members understand their roles and responsibilities.
How responsibilities divided among members.
- How VDC members were active in home visit
Findings
Village
Weak
Medium
Good
29
7
20
2
- 159 VDC members (F=47) in 20 villages of 29 villages practiced
democratic leadership style in their work, for instant in decision
making.
- 112 VDC members (F=32) in 15 villages out of 29 villages actively
joined in collecting information from their people in the villages and
put in the Commune Investment Plan. The concerns were on food,
water and domestic violent. This made their people like them.
- In Preah Sdach, 1,050 villagers (F=698) in 12 villages out of 17
villages in Angkor Reach commune and 704 villagers (F=431) in 6
villages out of 12 villages in Chey Kampok satisfied with VDC duties.
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Boundary partner 1: Village Development Committee (VDC)/CBO

Indicators

Progress Made
Villagers expressed that VDC listened to the villagers’ needs bring
the needs to talk in the commune meeting during the Commune
Investment Development plan.
- In S-KS, ID poor 1 and ID poor 2, they satisfy with CBO duties in the
commune because of CBO can respond to their needs and help
them to become braveness in participating in decision making on
development plan in the commune. Anyway, ID poor1 and ID poor 2
who did not join the group they still not satisfy with CBO yet. PNKS
planned to orient them again especially, the importance of joining
the group.

Boundary partner 2: Youth and Gender Volunteer

Indicators
The project expects to see:
 20% of YGV has adequate
knowledge in human rights and
democracy and actively
advocate for peace and
community needs to the local
authorities.
 20% of YGV attended CDP
(Commune Development Plan)
development.

The project likes to see:
 10% YGV has a link to national
level.

The project loves to see:
 Village youths are not the
trouble makers in the society.
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Progress Made
- 29 out of 56 YGVs joined in Human Right and Democracy training.
10 YGVs disseminated the knowledge to 241 community people
including the poor. 10 YGV who were the commune network
members had enough capacity in disseminating Human Rights,
Democracy and Domestic violent law to villagers and ID poor.
- 9 YGV attended the CIP training and others 22 YGVs joined in
commune meeting.
- 17 YGV joined in Commune Investment Plan meeting at commune
level.

- 29 YGV members in 29 villages of the 2 communes joined in
commune network monthly meeting. They were the independent
village representative in bringing the village concerns to discuss in
the meeting and forward to the commune level.
- 4 Youth (F=2) joined in the workshop on Agriculture land use draft
law facilitated by CCFC in Phnom Penh. There were 28 participants,
who were the community representatives and NGOs staff coming
from Phnom Penh, Svay Rieng, Kandal, Prey Veng, Preash Vihear,
Kampong Thom, Kampong Speu, Pausat, Sihanuk, Kompot, and
Takeo province. The meeting voted for 5 representatives to meet
NGO Forum and government institutions. The 5 elected members
had more understanding on this law, brave and experience with
negotiation.
- 3 out of 56 YGV members in 3 villages in Preah Sdach had enough
capacity and they were hired by other institutions. One among the
3 was hired by an NGO which cooperated with government
department to education and help the poor in the Preah Sdach
district. Mostly they focused on improving the ID poor family
livelihood through agriculture work and self-help groups.
- 16 families who committed domestic violent among 85 families
joined in Domestic Violent Law training. 3 families had changed
their behaviour to help the family work.
- About 60% of youth understood about their right and advocated on
their need during public forums and meetings.
- Mr. Chey Seng Heang, district police, reported that numbers of
gangster cases reduced about 20% comparing to 2012. It was the
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Boundary partner 2: Youth and Gender Volunteer

Indicators

Progress Made
result of cooperation among community, government and NGOs on
providing training or disseminating on law or relevant topics,

Boundary partner 3: Commune Council

Indicators
The project expect to see:
 CC holds regular quarterly
meeting with the members and
village representatives
(VDC/CBO, YGV...) promoting
community’s voice and
democratic leadership.

 40% of CC members
understand their roles and
responsibilities.

 60% of villagers know the
approved CIP (Commune
Investment Plan).
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Progress Made
- CC in the two communes in Preah Sdach had monthly meeting with
CC members, VDC members, YGV, and FA/WA regularly. They had
capacity to facilitate the meeting, assigned members to take the
meeting on what the participants had agreed and decided.
- According to the provincial meeting report, Angkor Reach commune
was the first class out of 116 communes in Prey Veng for good
model in the duties sharing, good leadership, information sharing,
planning, practice 9 principles for village-commune safety, and
good communication between CC and VDC. The villagers
participated in the community work and they got enough
information from CC and VDC. In addition, 9 out of 18 CC members
understood their role and responsibilities. It’s observed that each
member was responsible for 2-3 villages in order to be easy in
cooperating with village authorities (VDC, FA/WA, YGV, and worked
with the ID poor.
- 12 out of 18 CC members in AKR and CKP commune had meeting
with their members, village authorities and villagers to discuss on
the government budget allocation and CIP preparation. There 253
(F=159) villager were involved in the discussion.
- 1268 (F=1136) ID poor I&II including 1136 females joined in
Commune Investment Plan in village level in the two target
communes. They raised some issues for discussion and solving such
as water, road and illegal fishing.
- In S-KS, in some communes, commune council conducted monthly
meeting regularly with their members, but they did not invite CBO
to join the meeting by giving reasons—they did not know it was
important; they did not know if CBO were interested in joining;
however, next year they will try to invite the CBO.
- CC in the target communes, Preah Sdach were involved in
community issues settlement below:
N
Issues
AKR Success Sent to the next level
.
(district or provincial
level
1 Land dispute
5
4
1
2 Domestic violent
4
3
1
3 Loan dispute
4
4
0
4 Gangsters
1
0
1
Total
14
11
3
N
Issues
CKP Success Sent to the next level
.
(district or provincial
level
1 Land dispute
8
6
2
2 Domestic violent
10
9
1
3 Loan dispute
7
7
0
4 Gangsters
2
0
2
Total
27
22
5
- 50% of commune council members understood their roles and
responsibilies. This information found out by having direct interview
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Boundary partner 3: Commune Council

Indicators

The project likes to see:
 30% of CC members have
ownership to serve IDPoor 1 &
IDPoor 2 regardless political
party discrimination.

 10% of CIP budget responded
to water and food security.

The project loves to see:
 CC members have responded to
the IDPoor 1 & IDPoor 2 needs
and their challenges at the
village level.
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Progress Made
with commune council members during CC quarterly meeting.
- 60% of villagers knew the approveded CIP, though attending the
meeting with commune council, which disseminated by village
leaders.
- It’s observed that 8 CC out of 18 CCs in the AKR and CKP had
ownership and commitment to serve the poor without political
discrimination. They also conducted home visit to poor farmers’
houses.
- 6 (F=2) CC members in Chey Kampok commune visited 140 poor
families to learn about domestic violent, food shortage, high price
of fertilizer and lower rice price.
- 6 (F=3) CC members and 2 district councilors visited 199 (F=142)
villagers. The visit aims were to study the ID poor family’s needs
and challenges as they are preparing commune development plan.
It’s learned that water, road, and the cheap of rice price were their
major concerns.
- With the encouragement of project staff and the request from
villagers, CC in AKR and CKP communes agreed to allocate
4,000,000riel for social services which focus on domestic violence
dissemination, supporting the meeting of Women and Children
Trafficking Prevention Committee, and village kindergarten.
- In the last 6 months, 15 (F=3) CC met with ID poor families in 29
villages to learn about their concerns. CC cooperating with
Provincial Agriculture department on selling rice seed, fertilizers
and vegetable seed to them.
- Commune budget expenses for 2013 in the two target commune:
Angkor Reach commune:
- Mother and Children health: 2,044,000 riel
- Commune kindergarten: 2,952,000riel
- Community hygiene promotion: 569,000riel
- The total was 5,565,000riel.
Chey Kampok commune:
- Mother and Children health: 1,280,000riel
- Commune kindergarten: 1,300,000riel
- Community hygiene promotion: 1,420,000riel
- The total was 4,000,000riel.
- 50% of commune council have ownership to serve ID poor1 and ID
poor2 through providing ID poor card for receiving social services
such as health, charity fund, etc. moreover, CC spent time
presenting services to the poor.
- In S-KS, it’s observed that CIP budget did not respond to water and
food security.
- 6 CC members brought the ID poor needs on ID card, land title,
water shortage, rice price…in the villages to discuss for support and
integrate it into the CIP.
- According to CC report, the concerns of 25 ID poor families on
domestic violent, illegal fishing, cock fighting game were responded
through integrated into commune investment plan, and meeting.
- CC members did not respond to the ID poor1 and ID poor 2 of their
needs and challenges at the village level completely. But some
cases CC responded immediately. For example, in the community
died or met food insecurity, CC usually call for contribution or
support from their community.
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Section 4:
Organizational Practices
Description of activities
Achieved Activities
 Develop staff capacity and up- - S-PV project sent a staff from Social Accountability component to
date skills where necessary.
attend the long-term training course on Peace Building facilitated
by Peace Bride organization. The course required the staff to spend
a week of each month for the training and it lasted for a year.
- PNKS received five different booklets from JCCI about Climate
Change and three has been oriented to the PCM members on how
to use the book.
- Climate change internal reflection was held in Kampot to PCM
members facilitated by CORD advisor. It’s learned that there’s a
need for PNKS to focus on community vulnerably to the climate
change for its future plan.
- All project staff of S-KS participated in a two-day training course on
Approach and Tool for Community Facilitation skill, at S-KS office,
facilitated by Cambodia Center for Transformation Development
(CCTD). The staff gained more knowledge on principle of
community development worker, facilitation tool with community
and process of facilitation with villagers.
- Rattanak and Sam Ol participated in Advocacy for Climate Change
Adaptation with NGO Forum, at Caritas office, facilitated by
Pressure Group Consultancy Ltd.
- 26-28 November 2013, two projects staff joined in Right Based
approach training supported by Network Prey Veng in Prey Vent
province. There were 30 (F=10) participants.
- Sent 3 animators to study on Facilitation training with IDO in Phnom
Penh.
- Participant, Approached and tool for community facilitation skill at
S-KS office. Facilitated by Mr. IM Sopheak from Cambodia center for
transformation development (CCTD). The gained more knowledge
with principle of community development worker, facilitation tool
with community and process of facilitation with villager.
 Connect staff to relevant - DM attended CORD meeting on Community of Practice project
network for new ideas,
achievement.
experiences.
- DM and S-PV project manager attended Danmission Partners
Seminar. The meeting stressed on governance and Danmission
committed some extra fund to strengthen NGO governance.
- In January 2013, AL component staff joined in Pesticide Reduction
Network in Cambodia (PRN-C) facilitated by NGO Forum. Now the
network changed its name to Development Network for Food
Security and Safety in Cambodia (DNF-C). There were 28 members
coming from 28 NGOs. The objectives of the network were
advocacy and show the concerns to the government on the creation
and practice of Law or Sarachor on Agriculture and Environment.
The meeting achievements were a new Network Regulation, Action
plan for 2013, and sharing relevant information among the
members.
- In February 2013, AL component staff attended the network
quarterly meeting with NGO Forum at Cambodia-Japan Cooperation
Center. The network also invited a representative from Ministry of
Planning and Ministry of Environment to show their National
strategic plan on Climate Change. NGO Forum also presented some
PNKS Annual Report 2013
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Description of activities

1

Achieved Activities
challenges of NGOs which were working on the area. There were
150 participants (35 females).
- In April 2013, AL component staff attended the network quarterly
meeting with NGO Forum at Cambodia-Japan Cooperation Center.
The network also invited a guest speaker from Mong Rithy Group1
to present the use of land concession for agri-industry, from
Ministry of Environment presenting on green development
program, and there was time for comments, question and answers
from the NGO participants. There were 137 members including 32
women.
- May 2013, AL component staff attended the network meeting with
DNF-C. It focused on sharing information among the members on
agriculture issues, food security, agriculture poison, Climate Change
and the National strategic plan on Agriculture and Water in 20142018 of Ministry of Planning.
- 18 July 2013, Agriculture and Livelihoods coordinator attended
annual membership meeting at PPEDC (Full name?). There were
144 (F=41) participants. Mrs. Pong Chi Kech, LICADHO director
presented that Cambodia is a member of the United Nations with
198 countries and Cambodia signed on the UN memorandum. It
contained 91 articles and only 3-4 were implemented.
- 09-10 September 2013, Agriculture and Livelihood component sent
two famer association leaders in Chrey and Kampong Basrey village
to join in the water management and Climate Change adaptation
workshop in Siem Reap province. There were 130 (F=47)
participants; they were farmer representatives, social and
international civil society staff, Council of Agriculture and Rural
Development (CARD) at minister council and Environment Institute
of Thailand. Many presentations from relevant NGOs and
government on water management related to climate change.
However, the farmers in general they requested to the government
on extending the National Strategy Plan implementation about
Water management and Agriculture to the remote rural area by
allocating the budget to commune level. Also they should increase
water irrigation system rehabilitation, share information to the
villagers and reconsider on borrowing foreign loan for development
that caused the country more and more in debt.
- 09-10 December 2013, Agriculture and Livelihoods component
joined in the Development Network for Food security and safety in
Cambodia (DNF-C) Network reflection in Sihanoukville. There were
19 (F=4) members. The year achievement were:
- Achieved network bi-monthly meeting.
- Integrated the civil organization idea into the National Strategy
on Agriculture, Water and Environment sectors-2014-18,
Ministry of planning.
- Integrated the civil organization idea into the National Strategy
on Climate Change policy sectors-2014-16, Ministry of
Environment.
- National farmer forum on helping small size farming to have
food security for adapting to climate change.30 September
2013, Social Accountability coordinator joined in Strategy
preparation on Peace and inter-faith with Danmission partner in
Phnom Penh. There were 15-4 females members.

Mong Rithy Group is one of the largest corporations in Cambodia. Mr. Mong Rithy is the owner. He is a senator and one of the richest men in Cambodia.
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Description of activities



Develop at least two new
proposals to new source of
funding
for
experiencing
proposal development and
resources.



Part of monitoring system,
develop tool how staff could
learn
best
from
the
community
and
key
informants feedback as a
mean to improve future
intervention.



Keep the Board of directors
informed about organization
through
providing
them
reports, inviting them to
meetings and visiting projects,
as well as presenting during
the Board meeting.
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Achieved Activities
- 12-14 August 2013, social accountability component staff attended
in the meeting with key staff who were responsible for women and
children affairs at commune levels in Preah Sdach district office.
There were 21 (F=4) participants.
- 03-04 July 2014, social accountability staff joined in Peacemaker
Coalition meeting facilitated by Peace Bridges organization in
Kampong Cham province. There were 33 (F=14). The aim of the
meeting were to maintain peace value in the heart of peace
makers; build relationship among peace makers in all promotion,
build peace makers network, build capacity, share experience and
develop schedule meeting for zone and national level.
- Jointed NGO network with CORD, we have learn more about
experiences and new ideas from the other organization such as the
using of right base approach for development work and how to
advocate with authority.
- Participant advocacy for climate change adaptation with NGO
Forum at Caritas office, facilitated by Dr. Ian Chandle the pressure
group consultancy ltd.
- In First Quarter, S-PV project sent a concept note on “Natural
Resource and Agricultural Water management for better Output” to
UNDP for new fund. However, it did not meet their criteria.
- PNKS submitted proposal to Transform Aid International, form
BWAA for the period July 2013 – Jun 2014.
- Three-year proposal—2014-2016 was developed for the current
supporting partners.
- The staff in PV, KS and Phnom Penh excluding PV shop and support
staff joined in Monitoring workshop, which conducted in Kampot
province. The workshop was lasted for 3 full days and it focused on
reflecting the project existed tool.
- DM attended a day M&E Forum organized by CCC in Phnom Penh.
- Danmission invited two facilitators from Suphot, Bangladesh, to
facilitate a two-week M&E workshop called ‘Community-Based
Monitoring’ which was held in Prey Veng. The workshop involved
field practice. All S-PV senior staff, two community representative,
3 staff from S-KS and DM attended the workshop.
- Financial Audit was held in March.
- The staff in PV, KS and Phnom Penh excluding PV shop and support
staff joined in monitoring workshop, which conducted in Kampot
province. The workshop was lasted for 3 full days and it focused on
reflecting the project existed tool.
- All PNKS staff except guard and cleaner joined in 4 days workshop
in Siem Reap province. The workshop focus on 3 main subjects:
refresh on Climate Change, Respond to recent Evaluation
recommendations 2013 and develop monitoring tools.
- Three Board meetings were held this year. One was held on Feb 9
with 4 Board members attended; one was held on May 6 with 5
Board members attended; and another one was held on Aug 9 with
full seven members attended. Board attended AGM in Kampong
Speu and Prey Veng. Bylaws and Finance Policy were reviewed and
approved. However, Board failed to conduct self-performance
appraisal.
- There were 9 Exe-com meetings this year. One was held to meet
with Martin, Diakonia for better understanding phasing out reason.
The rest was meeting with NMT, Development Manager and
Finance Manager alone to deal with management issues and
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Description of activities





















Achieved Activities
policies. Moreover, Exe-com was actively involved dealing with the
issue of fraud in S-KS.
- Information was shared to the Board through Exe-com, Board
meetings and e-mails to keep them updated about PNKS.
Have MOU with the relevant - No new MOU was made with any other ministries, as it is not found
government
ministries
necessary.
(Ministry of Health) made.
Keep them informed about
PNKS. Invite them to visit the
projects, meetings and any
special events. They could
support us better as they
know us better.
Regularly
measure
the - NMT meets every month and PCM meets every three months to
progress and check on the
assure effective PNKS program intervention and redesign as
quality of the program
necessary. All project senior staffs were involved in this thinking.
intervention. (baseline survey - Child Protection Working Group met the first time in June since the
done the first year of the
policy developed. The group with 3 staff committed to meet every
program intervention and
six months.
impact evaluation done every
two years—2013 and 2015)
Redesign the program where - No program risk assessment ever conducted. PNKS only conducted
necessary.
EIA for only major activities—well digging and community pond
Conduct organizational risk
digging.
assessment for a better
precaution.
Do not assume that we are in - PV project team conducted a reflection workshop in Battambang
the best position but always
province for 3 full days. The team used SWOT tool to see the point
seek for improvement.
for improvement and preparing the plan for new proposal 2014-16.
Fill basic needs and then their - Agriculture and Livelihood coordinator and project manager joined
spiritual and emotional needs.
in Farmer general assemble, Parce development partners in Beogn
Daul commune, Preash Sdach district.
Issue leaflets, and brochure
- One leaflet was made and shared in the AGM of the two projects.
Regular up-date website
The leaflet was to given information on PNKS program, structure,
Board, Donors and funding.
- Website was updated but no time for regular update. The job to
update the website is now assigned to Phnom Penh Admin Officer.
She was trained by an IT.
Develop experiment where - PNKS invited Betty Lengeler to the PCM meeting for coaching on
possible to enhance what we
Outcome Mapping to the members.
do and learn from it.
- Donors Meeting was held half a day on Saturday 16th of February,
2013. From donors: Mike/Tear, Danmission/Ernst, BWAA/Nerissa
and CORD/Bunchheouth. From Board: Paulerk, Montha, Mary,
Panha, and Alex. From PNKS: Chowan, Veary, Sarady, Rattanak,
Vuthor and Ilen. The minute of the meeting can be requested from
PNKS.
PNKS is a learning organization - Staff retreat was held in Kampong Som over the weekend in March
yet seek opportunity to
to allow Board participation. Two Board members attended part of
enhance staff capacity.
the retreat to share team building. Rick from World Renew, was
Conduct annual organizational
also invited to share half a day about leadership, ‘Team needs
reflection
to
learn
leader, Leader needs team’.
organization’s strengths and - DM attended a forum called ‘Helping Women for Our Community’,
weaknesses
and
where
invited by SILAKA. The speakers were two main political parties—
improvement
is
needed.
Funcinpec and CNRP. Ms. Mour Sok Hour, rep from CNRP says, ‘If
Seeking for opportunity to
CNRP elected we’d set a side government budget to support civil
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Description of activities
Achieved Activities
enhance the work and know
society but we will also ensure that they are not influenced by the
where the threads are.
government’s fund and they can still do their work independently.’
- PV project team conducted exposure visit to Life With Dignity
(LWD) organization in Battambang province for one day. The team
could learn a lot about their working style with their target people,
working approach with different groups including the poor, and the
monitoring work.
- Report writing coaching provided to project staff every six months
by the development manager to enhance report writing and
information collection.
- S-PV team conducted exposure visit to Life With Dignity (LWD)
organization in Battambang province for one day. The team could
learn a lot about their working style with their target people,
working approach with different groups including the poor, and the
monitoring work.
 Practice Christ core values, - S-PV had a routine reflection day of the week; the staff could share
which are determined in the
open information and their work to each other after the weekly
strategic plan.
devotion finish.
 Set good example while - S-KS conducted home visit ID poor 1&IDpoor2 to encourage them
working with the community
to help each other in the community and share good experience.
to
influence
behaviour
Moreover, we provided them with love and hope through build
change.
good relationship with them.
 Share love and care for staff
and people we work with
 Build trust among staff and
people we work with.

Section 5:
Impact and Sustainability Analysis
Outcome Challenges
BP
Outcome Challenges
Health and HIV/AIDS
Health Centre - Health Centre provided equal
(HC)
treatment
to
people
Village Health
regardless race, age, or social
Support Group
class and actively provided
(VHSG)
health care awareness to
Home Based
community.
Care Team
- Health Centre staff showed
(HBC)
more compassion toward
vulnerable groups.

Progress Made

Staff observed that all health centers have all prioritycard number—first come, first served principle. Numbercards were issued only during the crowded time.
However, it was also observed priority was given to
severe illnesses and or woman with baby; especially when
the small baby cried. Staff of S-KS based in Kampong
Trach met with three ID poor families. They were
questioned how their experience when using health
center. All three responded that they did not like the
service provided by health center. They services was
- Health Centre has good given free the people with ID poor but the health staff
cooperation with NGO, local were careless in their jobs when working with the poor
authority
and
relevant and they still prioritized those who could pay the service.
departments.
Project staff expressed the health centers had done well
in conducting vaccination campaign within the
community and had monthly meeting with the VHSG in
promoting local primary health care practices.

Agriculture & Livelihood
Farmer
- The FA/WA leaders
Association
capable to manage
PNKS Annual Report 2013

are Village revolving fund was well used and distributed.
the Majority of ID poor families were able to access loan. Two
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BP
(FA)
and
Women
Association
(WA)

Outcome Challenges
revolving fund, saving group
and solve problems occur in
the association.
- Increase resilient agricultural
techniques
and
climate
change adaptation capacity
and set example to the rest
of the community people.

Progress Made
out of ten that accessed to loan were since failed. The
failure was learned that the ID poor families were lack of
confidence; also the lack of close monitoring provided by
project staff and association leaders.

In general, association leaders were able to keep well the
records of members’ saving and loan. In S-PV, the record
was written on the flip-over chart and placed on the walls
of the association leader’s house where they used for
monthly meeting. The records helped the association
- Increase food security among
leaders in saving/loan tracking and monitoring. This
the poor and members and
showed high transparency among members and promote
influence their neighbours.
saving. Moreover, they were happy to see their saving
recorded monthly during the meeting.
Animators Team Leader, S-KS expressed that half of the
association failed to conduct regular meeting. The
Animators Team Leader, S-PV, also expressed the
association meeting were week. They were only focusing
on saving and loan. On other agenda were introduced in
the association meeting.

Social Accountability
Village
- VDC/CBO has shown that
Development
they are able to lead and
Committee
manage
sustainable
(VDC) /
community development and
Community
they have compassionate
Based
heart
and
pro-poor
Organization
development intervention.
(CBO))
- VDC/CBO practiced human
rights and democracy in its
leadership.

Village Youth

Commune
Council (CC)

Social Accountability staff of S-PV conducted another
study to VDC in 29 villages in the last six month
comparing to the study conducted in the first half of
2013. The results dropped. The reasons because in the
last six months there was increasing in number of
migration and political tension.
Results of the Study
commune Village
Strong
Medium Weak
Jan-Jun
29
6
14
9
Jul-Dec
29
2
20
7
Criteria for Scoring
1. Regularly hold monthly meeting with the members
2. Team decision making
3. Communication among the team, and relevant institutions
4. Good filling and documentations
5. Village leaders practiced human rights and democracy through
village meeting and provided opportunity to the villagers to
ask questions.
6. Village leaders respond to the villagers’ needs.

- They have basic knowledge
on land laws, domestic
violence and human rights.
- Assist and intervene in
community conflict to build
peace and love within the
community.

60 youths in 12 villages got training on domestic violent
reduction in the villages.

- Commune Council members
have shown that they are
able to supervise and lead
sustainable
community
development
and
have
compassionate heart toward
the poor with pro-poor local
governance.

4 CCs, 1 district councilor and 1 district governor visited
199 poor families. Most of them had problems with land
titles, lack of village kindergartens, lack of water drainage,
village road renovation. They promised to bring the issues
to seek help from charity person especially integrated
into the CIP.
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According to Angkor Reach commune council, his
commune domestic violent reduced about 95%.
In 29 villages, violence caused by gangsters reduced
about 70%, 6 village youths who used to be gangsters had
changed their behavior and became good youths.

Villagers in Prey Rum Chan village complained to the
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BP

Outcome Challenges
- Commune Council practiced
human rights and democracy
in its leadership.

Progress Made
district police to suppress the people who played the
fighting cock game. The police confiscated 8 cocks and 8
motorbikes to the police office.

Section 6:
Lessons Learnt and Challenges

2
3

-

12-15 October 2013, Health component conducted annual reflection workshop on partnership with its
boundary partners (HC&VHSG) and strategic partner (OD&CC) in Kampot province. The workshop
provided them with the capacity on using SWOT analysis in their works to improve their planning in the
future. It was the first time for them to join in such workshop and learned the SWOT.

-

FA/WA leaders about 40% shared their experience on appropriate agriculture (rice, fish, vegetables,
pigs, chicken, fruit trees, natural pesticide and cricket raising) to their members, followed up and
encouraged the members to use the loan in the right way. Some time they did home visit, took a lead in
practicing, and sharing information during the monthly meeting or quarterly meeting.

-

About 40% of farmers reduced in doing dry rice by using chemical fertilizer and chemical pesticide (just
following the neighbors) without economic analysis (expense and income). This resulted in more
expense, when they collected the yield, it could not payback the expense as the rice price was low.

-

About 50% of villagers turned back to transplant rice seedling and using seasonal rice- middle rice which
was lasted for 130-150 days such as Rumdul, Krasang Teap2… They thought that using traditional seed
as it did not spend much on chemical fertilizer and pesticide. However, they grew IR3 in the early of
rainy season then they grew the middle one. This was the way to adapt to the recent climate change
condition.

-

Mrs. Moa Noeurn grew cucumbers on 300m2 of land and harvested late of 2013 and early 2014. The
first and second fruit collection was between 80-110kg. She added that she could get profit of
500,000riel in a period 2-3 months.

-

Farmers who grew Romdul rice had hope on the market price 1,250riel/kg average. For who harvested
earlier than others, they could sell at 1450riel/kg. In general, rice yield for a hectare was 3,000kg
average and for fertile soil it provided 4,500kg/hectare. It consumed less fertilizer and pesticide. The
estimation was about 700,000riel - 800,000riel. Reducing all relevant expense, the farmers could get
profit between 1,200,000riel-2,000,000 riel/hectare in 5 months period.

-

About 70% of VHSG in the past drank boiled water and filter water. After they got training on primary
health care and they became the health support agent in the villages, about 97% drank boiled water
and filter water.

-

Health component supported fund to 3 health centers (AKR, CKP & LV) to conduct Dengue Fever in their
community. They were really responsible for their work. They invited participants, event preparation,
selecting place, question and answer preparation. The event went well and the participants felt happy
and understood more on the cause and prevention of dengue fever.

-

In some target villages met some challenging because of high migration of VDCs and youth.

-

About 85% of villagers in the target areas were farmers; they did growing work with little own capital.
They depended on loan from credit agencies or village brokers. And they did field work advanturally,
sometime they met drought or flood or the rice price went down when harvesting. These issues may
cause them go in debt more and more. Some families sold their land, house or other properties to pay
debt or migrated to other areas.

Type of rice
Type of rice
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-

In S-KS some VHSGs are poor with limited knowledge. They were not clear about role and responsibility.
They could not make themselves, their houses as role model. Some poor families refused to accept
good hygiene practices as they did not always available for that.

-

SHTs and SHCs have very good health education program. They educated, delivered health messages to
community and school through dramas and role-plays. It was observed as an effective ways in giving
health education and was well liked and enjoyable by the community and schoolchildren. They were
actively participated in our activities such as developing IEC, stories, songs, and or sing along together to
support role-play performance etc. They looked so quick in echoing the message.

-

It was observed this year commune council members were very busy with their party, especially during
the nation election and demonstration. They put priority on their party. Most of the time when we
invited them to join trainings or meetings, they always had excuses or asked to finish early.

-

Many people were migrated even CBO members and other committee members. This usually happened
in dry season and or reason that had no water for planting.

-

Community Issues
o

Case in Koh Tachan village; a police officer grew mango and coconut trees on the public road.





The community complained to CC and PNKS,
The case were brought to the commune quarterly meeting agenda,
The commune took intervention, and
Police officer agreed to clear the trees out.

o

In Sakelak village; 21 cases of domestic violence happened, but were solved completely by
the village leaders.

o

KT ice factory threw the waste into the river caused bad smell, contaminated the water and
affected to people living there and destroyed some people rice field too.




The community complaint to CC,
Commune chief go to meet the factory owner.
The commune reported it to district for intervention.

Section 7
Other Relevant Comments, Recommendations or Observations
-

Although the government issued 9 ‘village, commune safety principles or commitments4’ and placed
village guards; there’re still youths, gangsters, who caused violence, insecurity, in the village,
particularly, in some traditional ceremonies, such as Khmer New Year, village ceremonies etc. where
there were dancing. For example, in the first day of Khmer New Year, a pagoda played music for the
villagers who came to dance or for pleasure. Two groups of the gangsters came to join and fighting
later.

-

S-KS Health component recommended that PNKS increase working with, strengthening the capacity of
VHSG. VHSG are with the community people every day. They could easily influence primary health care
practices of the community people.

Section 8
Proposed Changes to the Programme
-

N/A

One: No stealing and robbery. Two: No drugs. Three: No human exploitation and abuse. Four: No gangsters. Five: No gambling and illegal guns. Six:
No traffic accidents. Seven: No injury caused by unexploded bombs. Eight: Effective response to disasters. Nine: No illegal check points or illegal private
searching.
4
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Section 9
Financial Report
PONLEU NEY KDEY SANGKHUM Somleng Projects (Prey Veng and Kampong Speu)
Annual Financial Report Jan - Dec 2013
Operational/Programme and Capital Costs
Budget
Actual
Operational/Programme Costs
Jan-Dec
Expense
2013
Jan-Dec 2013

Variance

Variance as %
of Budget

DIRECT COSTS
1. Health and HIV/AIDS
5110 · Promote Primary Health Care
5120 · Improve Health Center Services
5130 · Promote Safe Drinking Water
5140 · Strengthen Health Network
Total Health and HIV/AIDS

15,514
10,130
11,328
4,920
41,892

14,670
9,175
10,863
3,756
38,465

844
955
465
1,164
3,427

5.44%
9.43%
4.10%
23.65%
8.18%

4,602
13,046
24,233
10,670
9,124
595
62,270

3,960
11,748
20,239
10,469
8,404
526
55,347

642
1,298
3,994
201
720
69
6,923

13.94%
9.95%
16.48%
1.89%
7.89%
11.57%
11.12%

9,012
12,101
12,084
3,666
6,976
43,839

8,154
11,595
10,776
3,633
7,043
41,201

858
506
1,308
33
(67)
2,638

9.52%
4.18%
10.82%
0.89%
-0.96%
6.02%

153,476
21,493
21,015
20,786
12,800
5,347
234,917

142,481
21,143
19,757
19,589
11,800
4,033
218,803

10,995
350
1,258
1,197
1,000
1,314
16,114

7.16%
1.63%
5.99%
5.76%
7.81%
24.58%
6.86%

11,956
13,095
3,800
500
2,000
31,351

11,052
12,483
1,770
405
2,000
27,710

904
612
2,030
95
3,641

7.56%
4.68%
53.43%
19.00%
0.00%
11.62%

21,816
3,053
4,735
5,820
1,330
1,780
4,830
43,364
457,633
Budget JanDec 2013

20,828
3,030
5,153
5,569
990
1,885
4,830
42,285
423,810
Actual
Expense Jan-

988
23
(418)
251
340
(105)
1,079
33,823

4.53%
0.75%
-8.84%
4.32%
25.60%
-5.89%
0.00%
2.49%
7.39%
Variance as %
of Budget

2. Agriculture and Livelihood
5210 · Enable FAWA to reach VG
5220 · Promote Adaptation
5230 · Strengthen Water Management
5240 · Promote Local Business
5250 · Strengthen Disaster Preparednes
5260 . Improve Community Water Management
Total Agriculture and Livelihood
3. Social Accountability
5310 · Promote Local Democracy
5320 · Strengthen Rights& Peace
5330 · Link Vulnerable Groups to Other
5340 · Men & Women Participantion
5350 · Respond to the needs of VG
Total Social Accountability
5. Other Direct Costs
5410 · Staff Salary
5420 · Staff Insurance & Benefits
5430 · Transportation Costs
5440 · Premises Costs
5450 · Monitoring & Evaluation
5460 . NPV Network
Total Other Direct Costs
5. Staff Capacity Development
5510 · Strengthen Organization
5520 . Group Capacity
5530 · Capacity individual TNA-Based
5540 · Connect PNKS to Networks
5550 . Advisory Support
Total Staff Capacity Development
INDIRECT COSTS
6110 · Salary Costs-PP
6120 · Staff Insurance & Benefits-PP
6130 · PP Office Supplies & Communica.
6140 · PP Rent and Utilities
6150 · PP Transportation
6160 · Governing Board of Directors
6170 . External Financial Audit
Total Indirect Costs
Total Operational/Programme Costs
Capital Costs
PNKS Annual Report 2013
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7110 · Equipment & Furniture
7120 . Vehicles
7130 · Motorbike
7140 · Build Motorbike Washing Place
Total Capital Costs
Grand Total Costs

6,930
8,000
2,800
300
18,030
475,663

Dec 2013
6,965
5,840
2,800
94
15,698
439,508

(35)
2,160
206
2,332
36,155

-0.50%
27.00%
0.00%
68.69%
12.93%
7.60%

Variance

Variance as %
of Budget

2,480
5,960
17,412
(1,965)
(686)

0.00%
1.37%
11.92%
27.91%
-1.64%
-2.50%

23,201

4.58%

Format for Incomes
Income
A. Brought forward from previous programme *
B. Tear Australia
C. Diakonia
D. Danmission
E. Transform Aid International
F. Diaconaat
Government (please specify)
In-kind donations
Income generated by the programme
Local community
Reserves
Other (Please specify)
Total Income

65,804
181,500
50,000
62,389
120,000
27,390

Actual
Received JanDec 2013
65,804
183,980
55,960
79,801
118,035
26,704

507,083

530,284

Budget JanDec 2013

Section K: End of Year or End of Programme Summary Format
Starting Balance
Total Income
Total Costs
Surplus / Deficit
End Balance
Prepared by:

Mok Sopheakveary
Finance Manager
Date: Feb 27, 2014
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65,804
Budget for the Year
441,279
Budget for the Year
475,663
(34,384)
31,420
Approved by:

65,804
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Appendix 1
Report against Annual Workplan
A. SOMLENG PREY VENG
1. Health and HIV/AIDS
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
Plan)
1.1
Enable and strengthen HC to promote primary health care practices
1.1.1
Conduct training on Hygience &
- Component conducted training on Primary Health Care and HIV/AIDS to CCs, VDC members,
HIV/AIDS to (CC, VDC, WA, FA &
WA/FA leaders, HBCT & Youth in AKR and CKP. There were 52 participants-20 females. The
Youth) in target areas.
result of post test were 7 getting good score, 25 medium and 20 weak.
1.1.2
Provide training on Hygience &
- Component conducted training to VHSG in LV commune and refreshing training to VHSG in
HIV/AIDS to VHSG
AKR& CKP on Primary Health Care and HIV/AIDS. There were 43 participants-25 females. The
result of post test were 16 getting good score, 19 medium and 8 weak.
1.1.3
Support VHSG to home visit and
- Support VHSG on transportation for bi-monthly report to the project. VHSG in AKR, CKP & Lvea
dessiminate on Hygience in living in
conducted home visit and health dissemination to 2,115 household with 385 times. 401
target areas.
households had home garden.
- According to the component staff small survey showed that 90% of villagers knew VHSG and
about 50-60% used VHSG services when having health problem. This could increase the Health
Center financial situation better and better.
1.1.4
Support Health Center (AKR, CKP & - Support the 3 Health Centers in AKR, CKP& LV to conduct Dengue campaign. The aim of the
Lvea) to conduct Dengue campaign
event was to disseminate about the disease and prevent from happening the community. There
in target areas
were 301 total participants-160 females (AKR=82p. F=44p, CKP =117p.F=67p &LV=102p.
F=49p). They were deputy district governor, commune council, Operation District, VC, Teacher,
Student & People in target villages.
1.1.5
Conduct training on primary health
- Conducted training to the project staff on Primary Health Care & HIV/AIDS. There were 9
care to PNKS staffs.
members-3 females. The result of post test, 6 got 90-96% of the total score, 3 get 85-89%.
1.1.6
Stay overnight to follow up primary
- The component staff stayed overnight in the different villages in AKR&CKP for 12 times. They
health care practices
got some issues from the villagers such as water shortage in the dry season; many villagers
migrated for job, some association leaders faced with difficult members.
1.1.7
Support HC staff (AKR, CKP &
- Cooperating with VHSG in each village of AKR, CKP&LV communes conducted full village
Lvea) to conduct Full village
meetings focusing on Primary Health care and HIV/AID prevention. The total participant were
Meeting on primary health care and
1,873-1,476 females (AKR=877p. F=677p, CKP=586p.F=468p &LV=410p. F=331p).
HIV/AIDS to Communities.
1.1.8
Follow up all above actions
- There were improvement in the HC services and the numbers of customers increased; most of
the customers were villagers with medium living condition and the poor. The project conducted
the public forum on health in April; it was the time that some issues were raised for discussion
and exchange the information.
1.1.9
Establish IEC materials
- Component contacted with relevant partners to IEC for teaching to community and they created
some. There were pictures, posters which showed about the health principle.
1.1.10
Electricity and supply water
- The shop closed in 31 December 2013. Although the team had tried to prepare strategy and
implemented hardly, they could not have self-support and this year the project did not have fund
1.1.11
Repair equipment use in the shop
to support it. Thus the Local management decided to close it.
1.1.12
Transportation
1.1.13
Revolving of fund for sell operation
1.1.15
Monthly service
1.1.14
Support VHSG trainer group to
- BWAA in Jan-Jun2014
conduct training on Primary Health
Care to people live in target areas,
especially ID1, ID2 &VG.
1.2
Enable and strengthen HC to improve its health services
1.2.1
Conduct refresh training on Primary
- Conduct refreshing training on Primary health care & HIV/AIDS to 3 HC in AKR, CPK and LV
health care & HIV/AIDS to 3HC
commune. The participants reviewed on their lessons to be easier for disseminating to VHSG
(AKR, CKP & Lvea).
and villagers. There were 6 participants-3 females.
1.2.2
Support to 3Health Center (AKR ,
- Support monthly meeting to 3 HCs in CKP, AKR & Lea for every 2 months equal to 6 times in
CKP & Lvea) for two monthly
the year. There were 157 participants-76 females.
meeting
1.2.3
Support HC (AKR& CKP) to conduct - The same as 1.2.5
two monthly meeting with VHSG.
BWAA
1.2.4
Support HC (AKR & CKP) for
- Support HCMC 3 monthly meeting to AKR and CKP communes. There were 28 participants-16
HCMC 3 monthly meeting. BWAA
females. And Lvea HC did not operate this yet.
1.2.5
Support 3HC (AKR, CKP & Lvea) to - Support VHSG bi-monthly meeting for 6 times. There were 300 participants- 175 females.
conduct 2 monthly meeting with
VHSG.
1.2.6
Support 3HC (AKR, CKP & Lvea)
- The same as 1.2.4
for HCMC 3 monthly meeting
1.2.7
Support small renovation to Health
- Supported some expense on plastic chairs, wall fan, batteries, blood measure instrument, water
Center (AKR, CKP & Lvea).
tank, locks, power line and other small repair to 3 HCs in AKR, CKP and LV communes.
1.2.8
Support Health Center to conduct
- Cooperated with Preah Sdach Operation District to conduct World Aid Day in Thum village,
world AIDS day in target areas
Angkor Reach commune with the topic: To achieve No new infection, No discrimination, No
death. There were 101 participants-31 females.
PNKS Annual Report 2013
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1.2.9

Conduct publict forum on health
service to WA,FA,VHSG &
Vulnerable groups live in target
areas.

1.2.10

Conduct annual reflection on health
actions and work shop with
(HC,VHSG,HBCT,CC & PNKS
staffs).
Support 3monthly meeting to VHSG - Jan-June 2014 supported by TAI
trainer groups
Support Medicine to 3Health Center - In October 2013, component supported medicine to 3 target HCs in doing their health check-up
(AKR, CKP & Lvea) for primary
in the 18 flooded villages. – The villagers got the service such as LV: 4villages to 460 people
treatment after flood to people living
(F=339), AKR: 10 villages to 966 people (F=624) & CKP:4 villages to 976 people (F=649). The
in target areas.
common sicknesses were flue, problem with breathing, diarrhoea, conjunctivitis.
Support Medicine to 3 Health
- Support medicines to 3HC (LV, AKR & CKP) for assisting HC in serving their patients.
Centers (AKR, CKP & Lvea)
Enable and strengthen HC to promote use of clean drinking water
Support 2HC (AKR &CKP) to
- Project team cooperated with HC, VHSG, and village chief in AKR and CKP communes to
provide filters to VG living in targat
collect the ID poor families to receive filter. Depending on the government ID poor statistic, and
areas and Primary school. BWAA
home visit, they selected 1-2 ID poor families in each village to receive the filter. The total
families to be received were 40 equal to 10 filters. Moreover, the teachers in 5 schools
expressed their thankfulness for the 2 filters each, the project provided. They could have clean
water for drinking and made their health better.
Support 2HC (AKR & CKP) to provid - Project team cooperated with VHSG, and village chief collecting the ID poor families to receive
water tank to VG in target areas.
water tank. The result, the project selected only 2 ID poor families in each village to receive
BWAA
water tank each. The total ID poors families were 58 in AKR and CKP communes.
Support HC Lvea to provide filters to - Project team cooperated with HC, VHSG, and village chief in LV commune to collect the ID poor
VG living in targat areas.
families to receive filter. Depending on the government ID poor statistic, and home visit, they
selected 1-2 ID poor families in each village to receive the filter. The total families to be received
were 16.
Support pumb wells
- Provided 3 village pumping-wells in 1 village in Angkor Reach commune and 2 villages in Chey
Kampok commune. The villagers were really happy to get it especially for now it was the dry
season.
Support HC Lvea to provid water
- Project team cooperated with VHSG and village chief in LV commune to collect the ID poor
tank to VG in target areas.
families to receive filter. They selected 2 ID poor families in each village to receive water tank.
The total families to be received were 22 equal to 22 water tanks.
Key Approach 1.4: Enable and strengthen HC to establish and maintain network with relevant agencies, including strategic
partners
Network with other NGOs (HACC,
- Health component attended in HACC meeting for 3 times; the participants share some useful
COP, Medicam.…)
information as following:
o Number of HIV and AIDS related death1.7million
o 50%know their HIV status
o New HIV infection 2.5 million
o People eligible for HIV treatment 14.8 million
o People on HIV treatment 8 million
o 3ZEROS IN 2020
 No new infection
 No stigma and discrimination
 No AIDS related death.
o 36.6% of ARV to be expired, 35.4% of ARV remaining two months more to be expired.
Result from 4 provinces for test on 257 PLHIV.
- Staff joined the meeting with Provincial Health department for 3 times. The participants were
Provincial Health staff, ODs, and partner NGOs.
- Joined in Provincial HIV/AIDs secretary committee meeting for two times. The participants were
Provincial Health staff, ODs, and partner NGOs.
- Joined COP workshop facilitated by Cord for two times; the first workshop focused on Saving
and Village bank. There were 26 participants-12 females. The second workshop topic was
Product chain. There were 21 participants-9 females. It was the 11th workshop of COP since it
was created; and it was also the last. There was follow up action to the COP members for 6
months.
- Joined OD monthly meeting at Preah Sdach and Neak Loeung OD office for 8 times. The
participants were from OD, HC, RH, RACHA, CHEC, PNKS, RHAC and AFH.
- Meeting on expired ARV medicines. About 36.6% of medicines expired and about 35.4%
remained 2 month more to be expired. It was the result with 257 PLHIV in 4 provinces: Posat,
Battambong, Banteay Meanchey and Siem Reap provinces. World Food Program which used to
support food for PLHIV would end supporting in 2013.
- The news from America on 6 March 2013 reported that an infected child which cured with ARV

1.2.11
1.2.11

1.2.12
1.3
1.3.1

1.3.2
1.3.3

1.3.4
1.3.5

1.4
1.4.1
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- Supported public forum on Service Quality improvement for community health. There were 146
participants-60 females; there were Deputy district governor, Deputy head of provincial health
department, representative of Preah Sdach Operational District, Deputy head of district referral
hospital (RH), the 3 HCs, VHSG, WA/FA, Youth, CCs in the 3 communes, and vulnerable
peoples. The aim of the forum were to widely disseminate the RH and HC services, to improve
Service quality, to discuss and deal some challenges having met, to improve the relationship
among service providers and receivers, local authorities and relevant development partners in
the areas. The district authorities admired the event and support to the event in the future. It was
the first time that they could have it happen.
- Component conducted annual Reflection with Health Center staff, VHSG, Referral Hospital, OD
and Commune Council in Kampot for 4 days. There were 24 participants-9 females.
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1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.3

Build the communication with other
relevant partner
Support T-shirts to Provincial Health
Department to conduct World AIDS
Day
Follow up all actions of HBCT,
PLHA associations & Health Center
in old target areas.

since he was born up to year 8, now he/she did not have HIV/AID in the blood.
- Staff joined in Technical meeting with Provincial Health department for 7 times. The participants
were from Provincial Health department, relevant provincial departments, OD and NGOs
partners.
- In 05 August 2013, Health staff joined in the meeting on tuberculosis to children under 5 year old
presented by Ministry of Health to 9 HCs, RH, OD and NGOs in Preah Sdach. It would practice
in 6 August 2013.
- November 2013, component staff joined in the discussion workshop on the policy of Right to
receive sexual health, reproductive health and Family planning for Women living with HIV/AIDs
inPrey Veng provincial health department. The meeting facilitated by Cambodia Community
Women living with HIV/AIDs(CCW). The participants were 27-21 females.
- In December 2013, joined with HACC in Kampong Cham province. The meeting focused on
sharing experience relating to HIV/AIDs, discussion on threat and challenges of NGOs members
in implementation the activities and sought support from the National authorities. There were 19
participants-4 females coming from Kampong Cham, Kampong Thom, Prey Vent and Svay
Rieng provinces.
- The same as1.4.1
- In December 2013, health component staff joined in World Aid day 1 December, the 21th with
Provincial Aid secretary in Prey Veng province. The event topic was ―No new infection, No
stigma and discrimination, No AIDS related death‖. The project also supported 100 T-shirt.
- Follow up HBCT and LHIV association in the phase-out areas. Although there were some late in
interest payment, the association revolving fund kept increase.
commune
cow
Dec-11
Mar-13
Revenue
DRP
17
$ 2,515
$ 4,304
$ 1,789
CHR
11
$ 4,778
$ 7,192
$ 2,414
SKV
23
$ 4,108
$ 7,935
$ 3,827
SMC
13
$ 2,231
$ 3,243
$ 1,012
Total
64
$ 13,632
$ 22,674
$ 9,042
- Although the fund increased, some improvements were needed on association meeting, time,
agenda, participants, minute taker and solution to some challenges. They should remind the
association regulation more often, practice effectively and transparency, and the relationship
with local authorities.
-

The component staff visied the phase-out areas in 5 communes and saw some challenges in
the PLHIV associations. For instant, some members late in paying loan interest, they did not join
in the meeting regularly, less home visit by HBCT, and lack of the regulation reinforcement when
any members were absent. However, the association funds still kept increasing as following:
Dec-11
Aug-13
Increase
Cow
Fund
Cow
Fund
DRP
17
$2,515
14
$5,567
3,052
CHR
11
$4,778
9
$8,357
3,579
SKV
23
$4,108
11
$10,758
6,650
SMC
13
$2,231
12
$3,497
1,266
Total
64
$13,632
46
$28,179
14,547
We noted that there had a good cooperation between the commune council and the association
on the management work and bookkeeping. They had a meeting minute, meeting agenda, and
recorded the meeting result including the problem resolution and the next meeting schedule.
Commune

-

2. Agriculture and Livelihoods
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
Plan)
2.1
Key Approach 2.1: Enable and strengthen FAWA to reach the VGs and make them interested in joining the associations
2.1.1
Support participation of ID1-ID2 in
- Supported FA/WA leaders cooperating with village chief to conduct full village meeting with ID
village on meeting with leaders of
poor families in 14 villages in AKR and CKP communes to collect the issue and their need.
FA/WA on assessment their needs.
There were 717 participants-468 females.
2.1.2
Support exchange exposure visit of
- Supported exposure visit to 16 FA/WA in 7 villages in CKP and 9 in AKR to visit Chrey village in
ID1-ID2 to FA/WA good pratice.
AKR commune. There were 96 participants-52 females. They were the association leaders, ID
poor members and VDC members. The visit purposes were to improve the relationship among
the association leaders, members and VDC members; exchange experience on agriculture
work, association management work and other development work.
2.1.3
Support FA/WA quarterly meeting
- Support FA/WA quarterly meeting and ID poor families in 29 villages of AKR and CKP
communes for 4 times. There were 1,284 participants-837 females.
2.1.4
Stay overnihgt in village
- 2 staff of livelihood components with all staff of SLPV stayed overnight in the target villages of
the two communes. During the stay, some villagers showed their concern about the rice price,
use water in dry season and some villagers migrated for job with short period (2-3months).
2.2
Enable and strengthen FAWA to promote adaptation and resilient agriculture techniques among FAs/WAs members
2.2.1
Provide mini training of trainer
- The project provided mini training of trainer (TOT) to 10 new FA/WA association leaders on
(TOT) new 10 association on
appropriate agriculture technical (Vegetable, Fish, Chicken, Pig, Fruit tree, Natural pesticide).
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2.2.2

2.2.3

2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.4
2.2.5

2.2.5
2.2.6

2.2.7

2.2.8

2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3

2.4.4

2.4.5

appropriate agricullture
technical(Vegetable,Fish,Chicken,Pi
g,Fruit tree and Natural pesticide) to
leaders of FA/WA .
Support refresher on appropriate
agricullture technical (Vegetable,
Fish, Chicken, Pig, Fruit tree and
Natural pesticide) to 29 FA/WA
association leaders.
Follow up leaders of FA/WA to
training on Vegetable planting and
Plastic fish raising to 10 new
association .

Train and Follow up on production
of natural pesticide to FA/WA. (TAI)
Follow up organic rice 2groups of
FA/WA New target areas.
Provide training on analysis
economic of small business plan to
Leaders fo FA-WA (TAI)
Provide training on Sowing cotton
thred mushroom to leaders of
FA/WA (29association)
Support groups farmer trainer,
leaders of FA/WA quarterly meeting
on agriculture technical. (TAI)
Support refresher course 29
association on appropriate
agriculture technical (AAT) to
leaders of FA/WA
Set up groups farmer trainer,
selected from leaders of FA/WA and
support quarterly meeting on
agriculture technical. (TAI)
Provide training on criket raising to
leaders of FA/WA (29association).
(TAI)

There were 26Ps (18W) coming from 7FA and 3WA in the two communes.
- Pre-test: Average=10Ps, Good=8Ps, Excellence=3Ps
- Post: Average=3Ps, Good=0Ps, Excellence=23Ps
- Support refresher training to 29 associations on appropriate agriculture technical (Fruit tree,
Natural pesticide) to FA/WA leaders. There were 76 participants- 43 females. The participants
reported that 520 members grew fruit trees and 70 produced natural pesticide.
- Follow up 10 FA/WA leaders and their members on vegetable planting and plastic fish raising in
village;
1-WA(KST)=22Ps (22W)
6-FA (PO)=22Ps (15W)
2-WA(TCH)=17Ps(15W)
7-WA(TH)=13Ps(12W)
3-FA(CKT)=28Ps (19W)
8-FA (OGE)=16Ps (09W)
4-FA (KS) =31Ps (26W)
9-FA (AST)=21Ps (16W)
5-FA (PAS)=16Ps (11W
10-FA (PTH)=17Ps (08W)
- Will be done in Q1, 2014.
- Follow up 2 groups in FA/WA on organic rice (1group in AKR commune 1group in CKP
commune). There were 19Ps (14W).
- Will be done in Q1, 2014.
- Supported training on showing cotton thread mushroom to 29 FA/WA association leaders. There
were 25Ps (15W).
- Pre: Average=11Ps, Good=14Ps, Excellence=00Ps
- Post: Average=00Ps, Good=03Ps, Excellence=22Ps
- Will be done in Q1, 2014.
- Support refresher training on appropriate agriculture technical (Fish raising in plastic and home
garden) to FA/WA leaders in 29 associations. There were 62 participants-37 Women.
- The association leaders reported that 34 members had plastic fish pond, small size fish pond
21, not members 16 and medium size fish pond.
- Component formed a farmer group trainer selecting from the FA/WA leaders. There were 10
members- 2 women. ). 4 members were in Chey Kampok and 6 in Angkor Reach.
- Support a quarter meeting to the group conducting in PNKS office.

- Supported training on cricket raising to 29 FA/WA association leaders. The training conducted in
CHR village, AKR commune. There were 24 participants-7 Women.
- Pre: Average=10Ps Good=10Ps Excellence=04Ps
- Post: Average=00Ps Good=03Ps Excellence=21Ps
- 4 association leaders in Chrey, Prey A Steang, Kampong Basrey and Toul Lean villages
practiced in raising it and 12 members interested to try.
Strengthen agricultural water management
Provide grant on well Big standard
- Project provided 4 common-pumping wells (Afridev) to 2 villages in AKR and 2 villages in CKP.
digging to people in village. BWAA
Villagers also contributed to the well cost: Pra Thma: 90.47US$, Svay Toul: 87.96US$, in CKP
commune while Prey Sramaoch: 120.54US$ and Chrey: 190 US$ in AKR commune.
Provide grant to FA/WA members to - Provided grant for 6 family fishponds to 4 villages associations in AKR and 2 villages in CKP
develop family fish pond. BWAA
communes. One fishpond cost 800,000riel. For ID poor families, they paid back only 50% of the
grant to the association for two years.
Provide grant on well digging to
- Provided grant on family pumping wells to 17 FA/WA associations in AKR and CKP communes.
groups ID1-ID2 of FA/WA for crops
For ID poor families, they needed to pay back 50% of the grant in 1-2 years. All the borrowers
irrigation.
for these grants were ID poor families.
Enable and strengthen FAWA to promote small businesses among the VGs of the FAWA members
Provide grant Vegetable planting
- Provided grants on 9 plastic fishponds with amount of money 326,500riel each to 9 villages in
and plastic fish raising to FA/WA to
AKR and CKP communes. For ID poor families, they paid only 50% back for 1 year.
loan for members of FA/WA.
Provide grant on small business
- Provided grant on starting revolving fund to 10 new associations in AKR and CKP communes.
new 10 associations to FA/WA to
Each association received 600,000riel.
loan for members.
Provide training on administration
- Provide training on administration management and bookkeeping to 10 new FA/WA association
management and bookkeeping new
leaders in CKP and AKR communes. The participants were 27Ps (18W).
10 association leaders of FA/WA.
- Pre: Average=07Ps Good=17Ps Excellence=03Ps
- Post: Average=00Ps Good=10Ps Excellence=17Ps
Provide grant on Chicken/Pig raising - Provided grant on Chicken/Pig to 29 FA/WA in AKR and CKP communes. Before receiving the
to FA/WA to loan for members ID1grant, the association conducted a discussion meeting with their members to select the
ID2 of FA/WA.
beneficiaries for Chicken/Pig loan. One association could select 2-3 families. The result, 68 ID
poor members received the loan and they needed to pay back 50% out of 40$ each.
Follow up on bookkeeping to leader
- Follow up the association leaders on bookkeeping, collecting monthly saving and monthly
of FA/WA.
report. The team also encouraged the leaders to expand their members by being a model on
agriculture and animal raising to the members and other in the villages. There were 273
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2.4.6

2.4.6
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.2

2.5.3
2.5.3

participants-157 females who were the leaders and members.
- Provide grant on IR-50404 seed (Early duration rice) to 10 new associations (7FA and 3WA) in
AKR and CKP communes. The total rice was 720Kgs.
1- FA(KS):172Kgs.
5- FA(PAS) :172Kgs
8- WA (KST) :172Kgs
2- FA(PO):172Kgs
6- FA(CTM):172Kgs
9- WA(TH):172Kgs.
3- FA(BTH):172Kgs
7- FA(OGE):172Kgs. 10- WA (TCH) : 172Kgs
4- FA (AST): 172Kgs
Support workshop on last review bi- Supported workshop on last review bi-law of 29 FA-WA. There were 117Ps (49W). The
law of FA/WA. (TAI)
participants were district governor, deputy head of Provincial Rural Development department,
CCs, VC, and FA/WAs leaders.
Strengthen resource management and increase disaster preparedness efforts.
Support FA/WA annual workshop on - Supported FA/WA annual workshop on climate change adaptation. There were 112 participantsclimate change adaptation.
53 women.
- Provide training and follow up on look after environment resource management (NRM) to 29
Provide training and follow up on
FA/WA associations. There were 685 participants-551 women.
look after and environment resource
- Provide training and follow up on look after environment resource management (NRM) to 29
management to FA/WA.
FA/WA associations; there were 685 participants-551 females.
Follow up on disaster to
- BWAA in Jan-June 2014
preparedness of FA/WA.
Follow up on disaster to
- Follow up on disaster preparedness of FA/WA leaders in AKR and CKP commune. There were
preparedness of FA/WA.
56Ps (34W).
Provide grant new 10 association on
crops seed to FA/WA to loan for
members

3. Social Accountability
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
Plan)
3.1
Enable and strengthen BP to practice and promote democracy, human rights and good governance
3.1.1
Support training and follow up on
- Supported democracy training to commune council, district council and health center staff in
Democracy to CC and DC.
PNKS office. There were 14 participants-4 females.
Test
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
7
5
2
Post-test
3
8
4
- In December 2013, component staff provided training on Policy concept, Human right, and
Democracy to CC, DC and district office staff. There were 31 participants-3 females.
Test
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
14
10
7
Post-test
8
15
8
3.1.2
Support training and follow up on
- Supported training on Democracy to CC, VDC members and Youths. There were 22 participantsDemocracy to VDC,Youths.
8 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
6
13
3
Post-test
3
4
15
3.1.3
Support training and follow up on
- Cooperated with district council to conduct training on Good Governance to district council, CCs,
Good Governance to CC,DC.
and Youths. There were 30 participants-10 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
26
4
0
Post-test
5
15
10
- In December 2013, component conducted training on Governance to CC, DC and district office
staff. There were 29 participants-6 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
16
8
5
Post-test
9
12
8
3.1.5
Support training and follow up on
- Supported CC to train on Governance to Youths, VDC, ID poor I and II. There were 44
Governance to VDC and Youths.
participants-16 females.
3.1.7
Support Public Forum on
- In September 2013, component staff cooperated with CC to conduct public forum on Good
Governance and Social
governance and Accountability in Preash Sdach district office. The focus topic was Land policy.
Accountability to Vulnerable group,
There were 96 participants-37 females. The guest speakers were district governor, district council,
VDC and Youth.
staff from district topography office.
3.1.6
Conduct Public Forum on Social
- BWAA- Will be done in Q1 of 2014.
Accountability vs vulnerable groups
3.1.7
Support training and follow up on
- In October, staff provided training on Human Right and Democracy to WA/FA members, Youth,
Human Right to (FA WA VHSG and
and VHSG in PNKS office. There were 29 participants-20 females.
Youth).
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
5
24
0
Post-test
4
15
10
- In August 2013, staff provided training on Human Right and Democracy to WA/FA members,
youth, and VHSG in PNKS office. There were 33 participants-18 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
18
18
5
Post-test
8
10
15
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3.1.8

Support VDC Youth to disseminate
human rights to ID families.
The same as 3.4.5

- Supported Youth in Chamka Ta Mouy village, AKR commune to conduct training on Human Right
and Democracy to VDCs, FA/WA and ID poor families. There were 25 participants-19 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
24
1
0
Post-test
10
10
5
- Supported VDC members in Toul Lean village, CKP commune to conduct training on Human
Right and Democracy to VDCs, FA/WA, YG and ID poor families. There were 30 participants-24
females.

3.1.5

Support CC to conduct Human
Rights and democracy training to
Youths and VDC.

-

-

3.2
3.2.1

Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
25
5
0
Post-test
10
15
5
In May, the project team cooperated with VDC in Lueng village, AKR commune and Pou village in
CKP commune to disseminate on Democracy to FA/WA, Youths, VDC, ID1, ID2. There were 101
participants-63 females.
Provided training and followed up on Human Right and Democracy to CCs, VDC members, and
Youth. There were 15 participants-6 females.
Supported village-trainer in Prey Ba Srey village, CKP commune to conduct training on Human
Right and Democracy to VDCs, FA/WA, YG and ID poor families. There were 30 participants-23
females
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
19
6
5
Post-test
6
9
15
Supported village-trainer in Tuek Chu village, AKR commune to conduct training on Human Right
and Democracy to VDCs, FA/WA, YG and ID poor families. There were 43 participants-34
females.

Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
28
10
5
Post-test
16
12
15
Enable and strengthen BP to strengthen the capacity of VGs on human rights, peace, and problem solving so they can peacefully
advocate for their concerns
Support training on Peace to VDC
- Cooperated with VDC members in Chey Kompok village, CKP commune to conduct training on
and CC.
Peace to VDC members, Youth and ID poor families. There were 37 participants-21 females.
Activities
- Weak
- Medium
- Good
Pre-test
36
1
0
Post-test
18
11
7

3.2.3

Support CC, VDC and Youth on
Peace dialogue with ID poor I and II.

3.2.4

Support training on TOT and follow
up to CC, VDC and Youths .

- In December, staff conducted training on Peace building to VDC, youth in Krasang Tong village,
Angkor Reach commune, Preah Sdach district. There were 21 participants-12 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
20
0
1
Post-test
3
10
8
- Cooperated with CC to conduct Peace dialogue with VDC members, YG, and FA/WA. There were
22 participants-6 females.
- Cooperated with CCs, VDC members in Kampong Ba Srey village, CKP commune to do Peace
Dialogue. The participants were CCs, VDCs, Youths, ID1+2, Teachers and FA/WA; total was 84
people-16 females.
- Provided TOT to VDC, YG and commune network members. There were 22 participants-12
females coming from AKR and CKP communes.
Activities
Pre-test
Post-test

Weak
12
5

Medium
8
10

Good
2
7

-Provided TOT training to CC, VDC and youth in Angkor Reach commune office. There were 24
3.2.6

3.2.9

3.2.6
3.2.7
3.2.8
3.2.10

Support CC on Public Forum about
the role of service provider and the
receivers in Commune Investment
Plan implementation with ID poor I
and II.
Support VDC on monthly meeting to
respond to the vulnerable groups'
need.
Support VDC and Youth on Peace
dialogue with ID poor families
Support VDC to conduct monthly
meeting with vulnerable groups
Support CC to conduct peace
dialogue with the community people.
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participants-14 females.
- Supported Public Forum on about the role of service provider and the receivers. There were 121
participants-89 females coming from 3 villages in CKP commune.
- In September, staff cooperated with CC to conduct public forum on commune services in Preah
Sdach district office. There were 115 participants-46 females; they were district governor, district
council, district women affair, police, HC, CC, Youth, VDC, ID1+ID2.
- Supported VDCs in 29 villages of the two communes on their monthly meeting with the members
and the ID poor families. There were 274 participants-274 females
- Supported VDC monthly meeting with FA/WA, VDC members, and youth in 29 villages of the two
communes
- BWAA-Jan-June 2014
- VDCs in 29 villages had monthly meeting with association leaders, youth and ID poor families.
There were 1,048-632 females (218 poor families).
- Cooperated with CC in AKR commune to conduct peace dialogue with CCs, Teachers, HCs,
VDCs, Youth, and ID poor families in Prey A Steang village. There 74 participants-34 females
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3.2.9
3.2.11
3.2.10
3.2.12

3.2.11
3.2.13

3.3
3.3.1

3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.6

3.3.7
3.3.8
3.3.9

3.3.10
3.3.10

3.4
3.4.1

3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4

Support CC to conduct regular
meeting on CIP.

- In February and March 2013, CCs in CKP and AKR had a meeting to close the 2012 budget
expense report and review on 2013 CIP.
- Supported CCs in the two communes to conduct CIP meeting, step 2 at village level. There were
1,285 total participant in Angkor Reach and 866-581 females in Chey Kampok.
Conduct training on role and
- Cooperated Provincial Rural Development department to conduct training on role and
responsibility of VDC to VDC.
responsibility of VDC to VDC members. There were 40 participants-9 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
20
18
2
Post-test
12
18
10
Support CC to train the families who - Cooperated with CC in CKP commune to conduct training on Gender and Domestic Violence to
committed domestic violence on the
VDCs, ID poor families and the families which had domestic violence. There were 51 participantslaws related to domastic violence.
28 females.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
26
19
6
Post-test
14
22
15
Enable and strengthen BP to improve the cooperation between the VGs and relevant departments for sustainable development
Support CC monthly meeting with
- Supported CC monthly with VDC members and Youth. The meeting was conducted regularly
VDC and youths.
under the facilitation of the commune chief. AKR commune got the first class out of 116
communes in Prey Veng province because the commune met the 9 criterias of Village-Commune
safety principle.
Support commune network monthly
- Supported commune network monthly meeting in AKR commute and CKP commune. The
meeting with the members.
members were VDC members, polices, CCs and villagers. There were 26 participants-6 females
in CKP commune and 18 participants-5 females in AKR communes.
Support material to VDC.
- Supported some material to VDC members in 29 villages of the two communes such as note
book, pen, plastic bag, box file, white paper, flip chart, markers, sticker tape… to support their
work.
Support material to CC.
- Supported some material to CCs in the two communes such as note book, pen, plastic bag, box
file, white paper, flip chart, markers, sticker tape… to support their work.
Support CC on Development plan in - In August 2013, 9 CCs-1 female in Angkor Reach commune disseminated Commune Investment
the village.
Plan to 17 villages. There were 1,160 villagers-405 males. The main needs were road renovation,
water, food and rice price.
Support CC on Developing
- Cooperated with district planning office and district advisor to conduct training on Developing
Investment plan training and follow
Investment plan to VDC members, YG, FA/WA leaders. There were 35 participants-9 females.
up to VDC Youths.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
24
9
2
Post-test
11
15
9
Annual VDC workshop (Preah
- In November 2013, staff conducted annual workshop on VDC Annual achievement reflection in
Sdach)
Preah Sdach district office. There were 189 participants-87 females. They were CC, VDC, VHSG,
FA/WA, DC, HC, D1/D2 and youth.
Support CC monthly meeting with
- -Supported CC monthly meeting with VDCs, polices and HC. The VDCs in each villages brought
VDC and youths. BWAA
village issues to share and discuss for solution. The meeting improved the relationship among the
CC, VDC and other villages representatives.
Support Annual Exposure visit to
- In October, project supported VDCs, CC and youth to visit Live With Dignity (LWD) organization in
VDC to relevant NGOs to
Kampong Speu province. There were 14 members-8 females. The aim of the visits were
experiment how they address the
- To study on community empowerment, Gender, advocacy, Good government, Human Right and
needs of ID poor1+2
Social Accountability among right holders and duty bearers.
- Agriculture, food security and environment
- Health-Primary health care.
Support materials to VDC.
- BWAA-Jan-June 2014
Support local authorities to conduct
- Supported CCs in the two communes to do home visit to the poor families. In January, CCs in
home visit to the vulnerable groups
AKR communes met 78 villagers-55 females. In May, CCs in CKP commune met 121 people-89
in the villages.
females.
- For 6 months, VDC members, District council met with villagers for 199 people-142 females to
understand their living condition and know their need. Most of them requested to have better
village road, solve water shortage and better rice price.
- CCs in the two communes had home visit schedule to ID poor families. 6 CCs in AKR visited 38
ID poor families(129-76 females) in 9 villages.
Enable and strengthen BP to promote participation of men and women in community development
Support CC&VDC to encourage
- Supported CCs and Youth to disseminate the Gender and Domestic Violent law to the families
men and women in the ID poor
which had domestic violence and ID poor families in 3 villages of CKP commune. There were 56
families to participate in dialogue
participants-32 females.
about men and women and
- In September, staff cooperated with district women affair and CC to conduct a discussion
domestic violent law which affect on
workshop on Domestic violent on women/children and victim protection in Angkor Reach
living condition and development
commune. There were 63 participants-24 females who were the head of district women affair,
work.
police, CC, VDCs, youth, association members, and ID poor families.
Support CC and VDC to conduct
- Supported District Women affair office to conduct Women International day (8 March). There were
Women International day.
107 participants-9 men. There were 4 women, whose husband committed domestic violence,
coming to the stage and shared her stories.
Support CC and VDC to conduct
- Supported Teachers in AKR commune to conduct Children day (01 June) in Bramoul Prum
Children Day.
primary school. There were 110 participants-58 females.
Support CC and VDC to conduct
- In December, staff cooperated with CCs and VDCs to celebrate Human Right day, the 65th in
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Human Right day.
3.4.5
3.5
3.5.1

3.5.2

3.5.3

3.5.4

Preah Sdach district office. There were 117 participants-46 females. They were commune council,
VDCs, youth, association members, ID poor families and partner NGOs.
Support VDC, youths and FAWA to
- In December, component supported village-teachers-VHSG, FA, VDC and Youth to train on
educate Human Rights to poor local
Human Right to ID poor families in association in 4 villages in the two communes. There were 88
people (ID1+2)
villagers-80 females.
Enable and strengthen BP to respond to the needs of the VGs.
Stay overnight and Video show on
- Had video show in Ang Svay Tou on How to deal the problem Peacefully (India video show by
domestic violent prevention, Human
using Mahamat Kunthy principle).
Right and Democracy.
- The project team stayed overnight in the villages for 12 times. It was noticed that the village
authorities were more understanding about democracy and human right. They could have
relationship with the neighbors without much care about their political support or religions.
- During the stay overnight, project had a series of Khmer educated video show on Happiness
House (happy family), and Smokeless fire. There were so many villagers coming to visit and join
in question and answer session.
Annual workshop on sharing
- In September, staff conducted inter-faith link to community development with tree planting in
experience among diversify religions
Preah Sdach district office. There were 137 participants-65 females. They were district governor,
and link to development work with
district council, provincial tourism officer, representatives from 3 religions (Buddhist, Christian, and
poor family, VDC & Youth.
Muslim), relevant district offices, youth, students, VDCs, association members and ID poor
families.
Cooperate with Provincial Rural
- In January 2013, the project cooperated with Provincial Rural Development department to conduct
Development department to conduct
training on role and responsibility of VDC to VDC members. There were 32 participants-11
training and follow up on Role and
females.
Responsibilities of VDC.
Activities
Weak
Medium
Good
Pre-test
4
6
22
Post-test
1
14
7
- In November, staff supported follow-up-session to VDCs in Angkor Reach commune office. The
participants were VDCs, CC and youth. Total participants were 28- 8 females.
- In December, staff supported follow-up-session to VDCs in Angkor Reach commune office. There
were 31 participants-10 females.
Men and Women joining in
- Cooperated with CC in CKP commune to conduct public forum on Village-commune safeness.
Commune and village safety public
There were 51 participants-18 females.
forum ( VDC, Youths).
- In December, staff conducted public forum on village, commune safety with VDCs, youth, and ID
poor families in Prey A Steang village, Angkor Reach commune. The participants were district
governor, district council, district police, CCs, VDCs, Youth and ID poor families. Total participants
were 49-20 females.

B. SOMLENG KAMPONG SPEU
1. Health and HIV/AIDS
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Plan)

Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)

1.1

Key Approach 1.1: Enable and strengthen HC to promote primary health care practices

1.1.1

Refreshed Child-to-Child approach
training to school peers

1.1.2

Support HC to conduct bi-monthly
meeting with HC, SHT and SHS on
developing health messages.

1.1.3

Support HCs, VHSGs and SHTs to
get the villages in the target areas
clean and people use safe water.

1.1.4

Support HC and SHTs in providing
health education to SHCs, School
students and communities
Support VHSG to provide monthly
primary health education to target
villages

1.1.5
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- Conducted 6 training courses to school peers which one was in Borseth district, Kampong Speu
province with 4(F=1) participants as 2 SHTs, 1 HC and 1 SHS and another one was at Kampong
Trach office in Kampot province with 7(F=1) participants as 4 SHTs, 2 HCs and 1 SHS
participated. The topics provided was diarrhoea, Dengue Fever, Fever, Safe and Unsafe water,
artificial face or object production and health game developing. All participants understood the
schemes and goals of this activity clearly and they promised to active practicing these to spread
and extension to be widely in their district. Up to now, club’s members can use these aids better,
especially in trainings, role-play performance, game to recognize health issues or messages.
- PNKS Supported HC 6 times this year to conduct health bi-monthly meeting. Normally 11(F=2)
participant 3HCs, 6SHTs and 2SHSs. The meetings normally do something’s as reviewing last
meeting minute, SHTs, HCs and SHSs report, HC and PNKS staff do pre-training on next topic that
needed to provide to schools and VHSGs, and acted to reveal real practices both on health
dissemination and IEC development. Participants actively participated, especially in making IEC as
teaching aid and artificial faces for their teaching and role-play.
- Every month support three HCs, six SHTs and two SHSs to provide and supervise health
education to SHCs and VHSGs in target areas, After that, SHCs extend these issues to school
students on every Friday of week 1 and 3 of the month and sometimes they go down to
communities. Dengue fever, safe and unsafe water and diarrhoea issues are very common that we
have regularly been talking about because the climate changed and the weather became hotter
and cooler with changing and no one can control or adapt to it yet. Some families started to use
boil water or water from water filter for drinking and better waste management as keeping it away
from water sources.
- Support 1.1.3 by BWAA budget.
- Supported VHSG to provide primary health education 6 rounds to target 18 villages; in Kampong
Trach district there were 796 (F=518) participants and KS 1511(F=1024) participants participated.
The main topics for VHSG in this year were diarrhoea, Fever, Dengue Fever and safe and unsafe
water. It was exactly the same topics at schools. All participants listened and participated actively
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1.1.6

Support HC staff/VHSG members
for conducting Full village Meeting
and dissemination health education
in target areas.

-

1.1.7

Support HC to lead SHCs
conducting role-play in poor
sanitation target villages

-

1.1.8

Support equipment, IEC and media
to schools for dissemination health
messages to target

-

1.1.9

Support HC to provide school
health materials and develop IEC
for disseminate heath messages
beneficiaries
Support HC to conduct school quiz
show

-

1.1.10

1.1.11

Support HC to conduct health
campaign

1.1.12

Support HC to provide annual
incentive to SHCs

1.1.13

Support Home Bare Care Team
salary (additional person to be
responsible for caring out the
association Kak DC)
Support HBCT in dealing with
travelling support for PLHAs to
receive OI/ARV and CD4 services.

1.1.14

1.1.15

Provide technical support to
PLHAA Saving group to build
proper function (2 trainings; Book
keeping/loan management and one
saving orientation)

1.1.16

Conduct training IFS to PLHAs for
Kak Development Centre (DC) to
be a demonstration farm

1.1.17

Support HBCt to provide IFS
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in the activities and they requested to PNKS for more lessons/topics and flush latrine to ID 1, 2 if
possible.
HC staff/VHSG members and project staff conducted full village meeting in 18 target villages in two
districts; Kampong Trach and Borseth with 565(F=452) participants participated. The meeting are
normally talking about health centre services providing, HC tariff, common and seasonal diseases
needed to prevent and good environment. Community looked interesting in these units but still
provide low practicing. Anyway, they only provided one per year each village to the target villages
because budget was limited for this year.
Twice to support HC to lead SHCs conducting role-play in poor villages; one was in Preah Beyda
Cheat High school and the total of spectators are more than 2000 people interested in this activity.
The goal of the role-play was to reveal school students on how to prevent and help smaller children
in schools and communities to be healthy. And another one was at Srei Prieng village, which is
under the Svay Rompear HC and the total participants was around 140(F=85) participated. The
meaning of the role-play was to remind villagers on how to prevent their children against Dengue
Fever that caused by Dengue mosquitos. All the participants looked happy and gained knowledge
by gifts from answering the easy questions around DF issues.
Project staff facilitated and supported materials to relevant persons for developing IEC. The
materials given was crayons, paints, paintbrushes, cardboard, glue and some others things as well
as pedestal of dishes for Khmer popular dancing, T-shirts and leaflets on safe and unsafe water to
schools and communities, particularly the ID1 and ID2. They all felt happy in participation in these
activities and Beida Cheath promised to bring their best effort to push their school to be famous in
the district in health dissemination.
Support to 1.1.8 above by BWAA.

- Supported HC to conduct two quiz show; one was at Beida Cheat high school included Phnom
Saley primary school, KT, Kampot province. The total participants participated was 849(F=300).
They were students from Beyda Cheat high school and Phnom Saley primary school. Another one
was at Sleableng high school at Kampong Speu province and the total of participants participated
was 341(F=235). The goals of the show was to remind school students on health messages that
they have received so far, stimulated them pedagogy for facilitating, to use microphone and talk in
the crowed people. For school students, they looked so bright and confident in answering the
question for the gifts. Moreover, we noticed that most participants gave big laugh with happy and
the deputy of KT district governor said that it was a good activity to mobilize people for sharing
health information.
- Two health campaigns were supported, one in KS with 130(F=57) participants participated. They
were the district governor, HC staffs, SHSs, SHT, commune chief, village leaders, SHCs, school
students and community people. Another one was at KT with 136 (F= 78) and the component was
just the same KS campaign. The direction of each campaign was going around the district market
and then straight to the village identification to show the real sanitation practices such nail cutting,
hand washing for children in the villages, village environment cleanliness, water jar even up etc.
The chief of the commune said that this activity is useful in revealing our villages to practice
sanitation and he asked to do it for every year.
- Support HCs to provide annual incentive to SHCs of three schools in target areas, which the total
participant was 49 (F=25). There were 33(F=16) club’s members in Kampong Trach district and 16
(F=9) in Borseth. One student received 12 notebook but 2 books for administration, 02 pens, 01
bag, 01 ruler and 01 pen bag. However, 6 SHTs and 2 commune chiefs received some books for
their work as well. Club looked happy and promised to bring their best efforts to support this
activity.
- Has supported 40$ every month to one family of Home Bare Care Team for being responsible Kak
DC. Right now Kak DC is forming a model farm that its goal is to be a green farm for all over the 12
months of the year.
- Supported poor PLHAs to receive OI/ARV 175 trips, some of them have immigrated for job and
most of them received OI/ARV one time for two or three months according to the physician
prescription. 90% of PLHAs become healthy and enough food for their families. They are happy
and grateful to PNKS that gave them the right supports. Anyway, PNKS phased out since end of
June 2013.
- A. Training on saving was conducted in KS office with 4 (F=2) participants. They were the saving
group leaders. After training a group of saving was set up and now, step by step to be going
forward because the committee members’ knowledge are limited. Anyway, they said that they are
happy with this activity because they hope it will support their sustainable plan. Recently the saving
is running a bit slower because some PLHA had gone to live somewhere else and some were
migrated. Anyway, PNKS right now is just providing advisory support but not a controller.
- An IFS training was conducted to PLHAs at Kak DC with 31 (F=19) participants participated. The
training was talking about fruit plants, vegetable and vine or trellis plants as pepper, eggplant,
watermelon, cucumber, pumpkin, string bean, bitter gourd and small cucumber as well as chicken
and fish raised. They were happy and promised to apply it at home and support to Kak DC. At the
moment Kak DC is growing but slowly because some PLHA had gone away to live somewhere
else and some were migrated.
- Up to the present, we have established one demonstration farm with 6 x 20m in Kak DC and
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materials to PLHA A in order to
Kak Developement Centre (KDC)
becoming a demonstration farm
1.1.18

1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2
1.2.3

1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2

1.4
1.4.1

1.4.2

1.4.3

1.4.4
1.4.5

1.4.6
1.4.7

provided some kinds of vegetables seeds such as cucumber, long bean, herbs, morning glory,
bananas, flowers, and materials as hoes, rakes, handle baskets, shower cans, and digging hoes
etc. for this activity. Recently, the farm with egg plants, string bean, cucumbers, morning glory etc.
according to planning given.
Contribute PLHA association
- PLHA saving group just started in February 2013. At the present, it is processing with a confident
saving group
committee, believing each other and up to the present, the principal is 1213000 riel and interest
54000 riel. PNKS contributed 800000 riel with technical support to the group and they feel happy
with this new activity with new committee.
Key Approach 1.2: Enable and strengthen HC to improve its health services
Support HC for monthly meeting
- Supported HC staff monthly meetings 11 times to two HCs in KS with 23(F=9) and another 12
times to KT with 17(F=11).The meeting was talking mainly about hygiene, night duties, material
used and discussed to find better ways to improve the HC services. Recently, night duties is much
better; PNKS staff observation.
Support H.C staff monthly meeting
- Triple support to HC to conduct monthly meeting with VHSG in target areas. There were 36 (F=17)
& quarterly meeting with VHSG
participants participated in each time and the goal was to strengthen them the diarrheal, dengue
fever and safe water & unsafe water knowledge to villagers, especially the use of HC services.
Support HC for small renovation
- Supported Rompea Mean Chey HC soil to mound up the enter way to be higher because new
national road is much higher than HC at that time. Supported Ang Sophy HC renovation bathroom
door. All HC staff and patients looked happy with better enter and the engaged staff is closer in
collaboration with us, the PNKS.
Key Approach 1.3: Enable and strengthen HC to promote use of clean drinking water
Provide sanitation facilities to
- Completely built flush latrine in Kak DC including set up water spout with 4 water jars around the
school and poor family and Kak DC
building. At the moment, more trainings and meetings happen there because of having bathroom.
as modeling
Provide water filters to VG
- 39 water filters were bought but did not provide yet because of criteria identifying are not
completely received from all target areas.
- Has provided 110 water filters to VG in KS with 74 water filters and KS 36 water filters. They were
happy to get water filters for using in family that have reducible to meet problem with eating every
day by unclean water.
Key Approach 1.4: Enable and strengthen HC to establish and maintain network with relevant agencies, including strategic
partners
Participate in network meeting
- S_SK staff attended eleven times with TWG in Kampot and five times in KS province. The meeting
(MEDiCAM, HACC, COP, OD,
usually was talking about achievements of each unit or organization, sharing new information from
TWGH…)
other network or MoH and twice with MEDiCAM, which was talking about a new style of health
education that It looked not so different from our C-t-C approach at all and another one was talking
mainly on ID1 and ID2 statistic in Cambodia. This year S_KS was so busy and difficult to allocate
time for this meeting.
Support food and transportation to
- Have supported every month to the three members of PLHAA, but in these last three months only
PLHA Association committee
Mr. Chep Hok came to work and maintained Kak DC and received the supporting. Some PLHAs
members for implement and
had gone to somewhere for job and their income.
maintain Kak DC
Support HC to conduct school
- Twice exchange visits were conducted; one was from KT to KS with 33(F=13) participants as 2
exchange visit
HCs staff, 4 SHTs and 27 SHCs and the second one was from KS to KT with 15 (F=7) participants
as 1 HC staff, 2 SHTs and 12 SHCs. During that time they learnt different ways for applying at their
own fields such as knowing each other working knowledge and experiences, reflection to their own
work and identifying their strength and weakness or gaps, sharing the challenges, solutions and
lesson learned to each other. HC staff and SHSs said that it was another important way to support
both province clubs in improving their C-t-C capacity. Mr. Pel Nuch, KT School Health Supervisor
asked for more support to more other schools in his district.
Stay over night
- Five times of overnight staying in KS; one in Kandieng, Romleuk, Trapeng Sya, Kla Chol and Chek
village to build relationship as gambling with village children and follow up CBO and FA saving
groups.
Support HC to conduct BP, SP and - Support HC to conduct BP reflection at takoa province that have participate 32 (F=7). They are get
SHT reflection
knew about out gaps and pest practices and prepare activity plan for next year.
- They were discussion about activities in this year such as support HC to conducted bi-monthly
meeting, support HC and VHSGs providing monthly primary health education to target villages,
support HC and SHTs in providing health educations to SHCs to get environment clean and people
use safe water…. and divided team group discussion about strength point weakness and gaps that
has practices. And that divide the group discussion about next plan and summery result for
reflection.
Network with other NGOs (HTWG,
- Support to 1.4.1 by BWAA
HACC, Medicam, COP…)
Quick annual School club
- The evaluation analysis was finished and according to the results we can see the school students
assessment and yearly evaluation
getting improving. For example; when asking about how to protect family/yourself from diarrhea
then the answer In baseline provided the right answer was 85.1% versus evaluation 88.9%. Eat
safe food 31.7% when evaluation 50.7%. Have to wash hands properly with soap 72.4% against
73.3% and safety defecate 14.5% against 78.7%.
- So, this activity is improved. Please see the baseline and evaluation for more detail.

2. Agriculture and Livelihoods
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
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Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
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Plan)
2.1
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

2.1.5
2.1.6

2.1.7
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4

2.2.5

2.3
2.3.1

2.3.2
2.4

Enable and strengthen FA/WA to reach the VGs and make them interested in joining the associations
Conduct meeting with ID1 and ID2 - PNKS facilitated four times for whole village meeting with villager, ID poor families 1and 2, village
to discuss about the important of
leader, FA members, FA committees and COB committees. The total of participants was 2132
FA.
(f=1036) participated. All members felt proud with their efforts and approaches received from PNKS
especially on saving activity.
Conduct
training
on
loan - A training on loan management and problem solving was conducted to FA committees in 18
management and problem solving
associations of 18 villages. The total of participants was 85 (f=42) participated. They were clear on
to FA committee members.
how to run their saving. Anyway, PNKS needed to strengthen and coordinate some more technical to
get the groups better. For problem-solving, they knew better about the reasons caused the
problems and many time in the meetings they reminded members this causes to avoid the argument
each other. FA groups go smoothly at the moment.
Support FA Semester/Annual - PNKS supported FA committees semester meeting with the total of 82 (f=29) participants
meeting on FA management and
participated. The meeting was talking mainly on loan management and other achievements. FA
loan management system at
members understood clearly their roles and especially how to be good relationship between FA and
Kampong Trach and Boseth.
local authority for all level.
Conduct exchange visit to FA - Two exchange visits were conducted; Borseth and Kampong Trach with 41 (f=19) participants
committee.
participated. By the visits, they gained more general knowledge and experience on non-limited
saving and interest management clearer. Moreover, agricultural techniques and way of how to keep
association to be sustainable. The participants looked interesting in this activity and promised to
improve their practice at their fields when they back home.
Develop
IEC
material
for - Agriculture project had developed IEC of yet-long bean planting technique, cucumber, water melon
Agriculture technique.
and chili/ peppers planting for her training courses.
Home visit / follow up to promote - 16 times for home visits with ID poor families and vulnerable groups at Russey Yul, Veal, Klachol,
FA's information to ID1 and ID2.
SrePring, Sleng, Ochroneang and Chroneang-Te village. The visits usually do orientation on FA
roles, the importance’s of inclusive and build relationship.
- Three times checking FA records and documents keeping and support idea to saving group at
Trapang Sya village. The FA leaders of this village always have good relationship and
communication with PNKS staff. In fact, when they have a problem or difficulty in calculation or
somehow, they always contact PNKS staff for help
- Agriculture team visited Mr. Teng Korn the ID poor 1 family at Chek village four times to support them
idea about vegetable growing, adaptation technique and fish-raising.
- And three more visits at Mr. Sok Khea family, the ID poor 1 with disability who is living in Sre Pring
village for motivation and supporting ideas in vegetable growing, how to monitor and check his own
fish pond by himself.
Stay overnight.
- Five times of stay overnight to build trust and good relationship with FA committees, CBO
committees, villagers and village chiefs at Romleak, Kandeang, Klachol, Russy Yul and Chek village.
Enable and strengthen FA/WA to promote adaptation and resilient agriculture techniques among FAs/WAs members
Support farmers to echo - - Agriculture team supported vegetable seeds as yet-long bean, small cucumber, water melon seeds
Integrated Farming System to
and growing plastic to 5 families as model farmers. They earned much more money from their
other families.
vegetable products and promised to continue and spread to other families; reported by field staff.
Support crop seed and agriculture - Agriculture team supported vegetable seeds as yet-long bean, cucumber, water melon and growing
material to FA members, especially
plastic to 33 ID poor 1-2 families. They were happy with this and Mr. Roeun in Clachul village earned
ID1 ID2.
1600000 Riel from their small cucumber and yet-long bean.
Support family pond to farmer - Supported four fish ponds to four ID poor 1-2 families who were applying integrated farming system
association members, especially
techniques for family fish-raising and watering their farms. They were so happy about this support
ID1-2 families.
and techniques and they said that can relief of much their tension.
Conduct the training on cropping to - A training on cropping was conducted to VGs and FA members. The topics of the trainings were how
VGs of FA.
to grow small cucumbers, yet-long beans and water melon in a new technique. There were 49 (f=21)
participants participated. The participants were gain more knowledgeable on types of vegetable
growing, process of planting, gaps of planting and types of fertilizer needed to use. They were very
interested in this training, active in participated and happy with the new approach of training, which
was learning by doing (real practice after the theory given). In addition, there were 28 families of 49
training participants applying this knowledge on their farms; observed by Mr. Chen Tepsam Ol.
Conduct exposure visit to model - Agriculture team organized an exposure visit to Ponleu Koma (PK) and Agriculture Technical Support
farmers on Integrated Farming
Association (ATSA) organization at Pursat province with 28 (f=4) participants participated. This visit
System to other NGOs partner.
farmers and staffs gained a lot of knowledge and experiences especially, on process for preparation
the vegetable bed, soil mixing with organic fertilizer sowing seeds, how to know preparation irrigation
system on the nursery, organic fertilizer making, organic pesticide making. Moreover, the visit can
also reduce farmers from migration habit and turn to work with their farms. At the result, 6 families
are practicing or applying this knowledge at their fieds; reported by Mrs. Suy Sdeung, Sorm Karn and
Mr. Heam Bunheng.
Strengthen agricultural water management
Provide
water
management - A water management training was conducted to FA committees with 21 (f=5) participants
training to FA committee.
participated. The participants were active in participation with have a lot of questions to ask
facilitators liked efficiency of water management for agriculture crop, crop selection etc. And then
they were interested in water trip system.
Conduct quarterly meeting with FA - 3 quarterly meetings were conducted with FA committees. There were 18 (f=7) participants
committee.
participated. The meetings are normally talking about saving issues, inclusive ID1 and 2 into the
groups, discussing on planting growing. They looked happy and active in participation.
Enable and strengthen FA/WA to promote small businesses among the VGs of the FAWA members
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2.4.1

Support and encourage FA
committee meeting with VGs of FA
to run small business.

2.4.2

Provide market value chain and
business plan Training to VG of FA
members for small business.
Provide loan to 18 Farmer
Associations (FA) for alternative
income generation.
Strengthen resource management and increase disaster preparedness efforts.
Conduct Disaster Risk Reduction - Organized DRR workshop with village leaders, FA leaders and key persons at Siem Reap province
Workshop with FA
that there were 40 (f=6) participants participated. Participants gained more knowledge on disaster
concept and response. They were very active in participation to identify village hazard, capacity
assessment (HVCA) tools and used this results for developing community planning against disasters
to respond to their own village.
Training on cropping for food - Agriculture and Livelihood project facilitated cropping for food shortage training to FA members and
shortage preparedness to FA
model farmers that there were 19 (f=4) participants participated. They were very happy with this
course and had many questions like how to manage soil, and grow and make plants providing more
fruits. Asked about natural pesticide making and what kind of common pest to destroy rice plants etc.
Famer Field School to FA
- Not yet done, because not yet have place for do it and that time the people busy with rice field.
Support fruit tree seedling to ID1- - Supported 4 lemon seedlings, 4 orange and 4 mangos seedlings to 87 FA members including ID
ID2 of FA members.
poor families 1-2. and village leaders in three communes, which one family got 30 seedlings; 10
lemon trees, 10 orange and 10 mango trees. They were very happy with PNKS that always support
capacities and then materials for practicing.
Support rice seed for disaster - Agriculture and livelihood team supported some rice of short time specie seeds and can adapted to
preparedness to ID1-ID2 of FA
climate change as drought flood to 16 families ID poor 1-2. ―We are very happy that PNKS supported
members.
this rice seed to us, because we are facing with lacking rice seed to sow and grow for this year. It is
the real need for we are all‖; the poor families said.
- At last but not least, the results after harvesting was down here;

2.4.3
2.5
2.5.1

2.5.2

2.5.3
2.5.4

2.5.5

2.5.6
2.5.7

2.5.8

Conduct full village meeting with
FA, key persons and community
people.
Provide fruit tree seedling to FA
and Community Development Kak
Canter.
Conduct annual farmer reflection
with FA (ID1, ID2).

- Supported money to farmer association committees in 18 villages for conduct whole village meeting
with ID poor 1-2 families and farmer association members; 460 (f=357) participants participated (ID
poor 1-2= 417 families). The meetings were talking about the importance of small business,
identifying the interesting people and which one suitable for each business. Recently, 15 families
were running this program especially; Mr. Ouk bunchoeun in Clachul village spread their selling
products and can earn more income.
- Two trainings on value chain analysis and business plan to FA committees and ID 1-2 in Kampong
Trach and Boseth District with 76 (f=38) participants participated. The training went smoothly and
participants were very active in participated.
- Provided loan to 12 farmer associations in Borseth for alternative income generation.

Based on data in chart above; 3 families of the 16 families that we gave the rice seeds received rice
crop more than 1000kg; 2 families got from 500 to 1000kg; 5 families got low rice yield just 300 to
500kg and others were less than 300kg because their second sowing drought still continue and no
water source around there; reported by field staff.
- 18 full meetings were conducted. They were the key people and community in the 18 villages in our
target areas. The total was 615 (f=469) of participants participated. The meetings were talking mainly
on livelihood and especially saving matter.
- Supported tree seedlings to KAK development center 150 Lemon, 150 Orange and 100 Mango
seedlings. The chief of PLHA association felt interesting with PNKS that always support capacities
and then materials for practicing. Anyway, it is difficult to mobile PLHA members to take attention on
growing and looking after it.
- One annual farmer reflection was conducted. They were from FA committees, village leaders, ID 1-2
families and model farmers. There were 63 (f=12) participants participated. The reflection goal was to
find out gaps for improving, best practices and better initiative ways for continuing next year. They
looked interesting and active in participation and asked for having the reflection every year.

3. Social Accountability
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
Plan)
3.1
Key Approach 3.1: Enable and strengthen BP to practice and promote democracy, human rights and good governance
- 3.1.1 - Provide training on good - Provided training on good governances to CBO, CC and VL at Wat Tuol Sala, Kompog Speu
governance to village leaders
province. The purpose of the training to strengthen capacity on good governances, there were 36
and CBOs
participants (6 women) attended. Including CBO, VL CC from three commune, and 12 villges in the
target area in Kampong Speu.
- 3.1.2 - Support Local authorities to - Support authorities conducted Women Right Day at Borseth district; the purpose of the event is to
organize Human Rights Day and
promote women right and the voice of the women to join making the decision around making
Woman Rights Day with ID1,
development plan. There were 174 participants (131 women) come from 15 commune include 3
ID2, CBO, CC, VL,
commune in the target area.
- On 11,13 Dec 2013 support authority conducted Human Right Day two places one at Chorcheb
Commune, Bsorseth district Kmpong Speu province and one at Kampong Trachkhanglech
commune, Kampong district, kompot province , the purpose of this event to promote the rights in the
community and disseminated human right to people in community. There were 331 female 120 come
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3.2
3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5

3.3
3.3.3
3.3.4

3.3.5
3.4
3.4.1

3.4.2

3.4.3
3.5
3.5.1

3.5.2

3.5.3

from six communes and 18 villages of PNKS target area.
Key Approach 3.2: Enable and strengthen BP to strengthen the capacity of VGs on human rights, peace, and problem solving so
they can peacefully advocate for their concerns
Conduct
the
training
on - Conducted training on Democracy and human right 6 sessions, 3 at Kampong Trach and at
Democracy and Human rights to
Kampong Speu. There were 191 participants (126 women ) come from 3 communes with 6 villages
ID1,ID2
in target area at Kampong Trach and 3 commune with 12 villages in target area in Kampong Speu.
- Conducted training on Democracy and Human Right to ID poor 1& ID poor 2 two time, one at
KampongTrach and two at Kampong Speu totally 77 female 16 participants.
Conduct the training on Peace and - Conducted training on peace and advocacy to ID 1 poor and ID2 poor one session at Chorcheb
Advocacy to ID1, ID2
commune office. There were 43 participants (34 women) come from four villages of target area in
Chorcheb commune.
- Conduced training on peace and advocacy to ID poor 1& ID poor 2 at two places one at Kampong
Speu another at Kampot. There were 69 female 8 participants of the target area.
Conduct the training on team - Conduced training on team building to village leader and CBO, two sessions (one at Kampong Trach
building to village leader and
and another one at Kampong Speu). There were 75 participants (30 women) come from 6 commune
CBOs
and 18 villages in the target area.
Conduct the training on Human - Conducted training on human right to gender group one session at Srepring village (Kampong Speu)
Rights to Gender group members
there were 16 participants (5 women) come from two villages in the target area.
Conduct the training on team - Conducted training on Team building to youth and CBO two session (one session at Kampong Speu
building to youth group members
and another one at Kompong Trach) the purpose of the training is to build capacity on group working
and responsibility in the group. There were 75 participants (30 women) Come from 6 communes in
the target area.
Key Approach 3.3: Enable and strengthen BP to improve the cooperation between the VGs and relevant departments for sustainable
development
Provide Communication Skill - Provided training on communication skill to CC and CBO at two places one Kampong Trach and one
training to CBO,VL,CCs
Borseth train by PNKS staff there were 47 female 11 participants.
Support CBOs ,CC ,and VLs for - On 16-17 Sep 2013, conducted exposure visit for CBO, CC and VL to Village Selves help Group
exposure visit to another NGO
organization at Battom Bang province. The purpose of visiting is to learn about good governance
and saving group. There were 48 female 6 participants, 6 come from commune council,18 come
from CBO, 18 come from village leaders and 6 PNKS staff.
Provide
Marketing
Analysis - Conducted training on Marketing Analysis to CBO one session at Kompong trach office, the purpose
training to CBOs
of the training want CBO can analysis on market and respond to the need of market.
- There were 33 participants (13 women) come from three commune and 6 villages in the target area.
Key Approach 3.4: Enable and strengthen BP to promote participation of men and women in community development
Conduct workshop of village - Conducted workshop on village development with men and women 18 times with 18 villages in the
development plan with men and
target area. The purpose of the workshop to identity the problem, the need and to find good solution.
women to VLs, CBOs
And after the workshop they could develop future plan by cooperating with VL, CBO, and community
member.
Conduct workshop of Marketing - Conducted workshop on Marketing forming with CBO, VL and CC, one session at wat Tuol sala
forming with CBOs, CCs,VLs
- The purpose of the training encourages them to form market in the community and also we entered
the topic of land law for the community understands about the land law.
- There were 28 participants (13 women) come from 3 commune in the target area in Kampong Speu.
Conduct training on Gender to - Conducted training on Gender to CBO and youth 3 sessions at Kampong Speu. There were 95
CBOs and youth
participants (78 women) come from 2 communes and 4 villages in the target area.
Key Approach 3.5: Enable and strengthen BP to respond to the needs of the VGs.
Conduct CCs and CBO quarterly - Conducted Commune council quarterly meeting 2 times (two time at Kampong Speu and two times
meeting
at kampong trach). The purpose of the meeting is to share the progress, challenge in three month of
CCs, CBOs and PNKS and discuss on the problem happen in the community.
- The participants come from 18 villages of COB, 6 communes of CCs and PNKS staff, the meeting is
leaded by Commune council.
Conduct the training on Leadership - Conducted training on Leadership and management to CBOs and CCs 3 session (2 sessions at
and Management to CBO
Kampong Speu and one session at Kampong Trach) the purpose of the training is to strengthen
capacity on leadership. There were 73 participants (37 women) come from 6 communes and 18
villages in the target area.
Conduct the annual reflection for - Conducted the annual reflection for CCs and CBOs one time at Kampong Saom, the purpose of the
CBOs, village leader and CCs
reflection is to reflect on the work one year and the participants have opportunity to learn from each
other and develop plan for next year.
- There were 47 participants come from CCs 6 communes, VLs 18 villages and CBOs 18 villages in
the target area.
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Appendix 2
Case Studies

Child-to-Child health Education
Beida Cheath Secondary School is located at O Chraneang village, Kampong
Trach Lek commune, Kampong Trach district. The school was built in 1964
during Sihanouk regime. It is not different from other schools in the country
that follow the same national curriculum without health subject until 2010;
the government had health subject in all high schools. Although the
government expressed they believed community could get poorer because of
poor health care and had health subject in the national curriculum. They did
not enforce it and practice it. Student even did not find the subject
interesting. Therefore, having the health subject or not having it did not
make any different.
PNKS started to work with Deida Cheath school by introducing peer teaching
and learning idea / Child-to-Child approach in health education. We worked
with the schoolteachers and a numbers of potential students who could be
leading the health education.
“Our school at the time was not well known. The school’s environment was
dirty with bad smell of water on the ground. The yard was full of rubbish and
plastic bags. Some students did not wear shoes. The student did not
understand the importance of keeping clean. The teachers did not care about
that, they only cared about the student’s attendance. Some students could
not come to school because they were sick of preventable diseases…”
In 2011, PNKS started to work with the school targeting student as center to
delivering health message to school children and community in the form of
dramas and peer education.
PNKS supported trainings such as Child-to-Child approach which was very
effective in transferring and disseminating health messages to our school
students and communities. School health club was formed and they were
trained in performance and development of IEC materials and teaching aid
such as artificial faces, rabbit face, mosquitos etc.
Late 2013, the school health club performed a drama in public. Big crowd
watched and were happy. The club received $125 from the public for their
performance.
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Life in the Famers Association
My name is Pol Met, 42 years old and my wife’s named Ham
Meth, 35 years old; we are a farmer living in Toul Lean village,
Chey Kampok commune, Preah Sdach district, Preng Veng
province. We have one daughter and three sons. They are
studying except the last son who is 5 years old.
I am among the people who have very little education in this
village. I got married in 1997. We both work hard for the living.
We owned a small house built of wood and leaves with 3 meters
wide and 4 meters long. We also owned a half-hectare farmland.
When we were two—my wife, and me the land provided just rice
for food. But as the we had more children, the land could not
provide us enough food. We lack of food a few months. At home we kept 2-3 pigs and I migrated to work as a
construction worker in Phnom Penh for 3-4 months to make enough for living.
Of course, working as a construction worker could bring some money home and were able to feed the family,
and even enlarged my house from 3x4 meters to 7x8 meters a bit easier for a family with six members.
However, life as a migrant was not easies. It was dangerous and I could not see my family every day like others. I
wanted to live happily with my wife and children but situation forced me be away from them.
Until 2011, an organization called Ponleu Ney Kdey Sangkhum,
came to my village one day. They introduced their project and the
intention of creating Farmers Association. I participated in the
meeting, learned about the association idea, and decided to join it.
The association looked for leader and I decided to stand for that
position. I was one of the candidates and surprised to be elected. I
was hoping this new opportunity would help me change my life, be
home with the family.
Sure enough, the association brought me new skills and technique
for agriculture. I have learned a great deal about agriculture being
part of the association. My major successes are pig keeping for meet and piglets, which we could make
2,000,000-6,000,000 per year. We also distilled rice liquor, buy and sell rice which make 2,000,000 riel per year.
We raise catfish in plastic pond and cement pond for family food every day. I do not have to be worried about
food anymore. I do not have to be worried about being away from home anymore.
In the future my family will increase practicing farming work more in rice farming, vegetable growing, fish
feeding, chicken, duck and pig raising to improve our living and encourage my children to study further.
As part of the association, I not only think about my own family. I was thinking how the association could help
the poor. I started to first encourage the ID poor families to join in the association. 19 ID poor families are now
part of the association among the 33 members. Today farmer association had 4,800,000 riel as revolving fund in
total, 1 cow, and 300kg of rice. With the other committee members I will work to ensure this fund are well
managed and benefited to the ID poor families as much as we can.
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Appendix 3
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation
AL
AFO
AIDS
ARV
AHPD
ANC
BP
CBO
CC
CCASVA
CBNRM
CCA
CHEC
COP
CRWRC
CTC = C-t-C
DM
DRR
FA
F=9
FFS
FVM
GAD/C
HACC
HBCT
HC
HCC
JCCI
PPHO
HRAV
ID Poor
IFS
IPM
LWD
NGO
NPV
OD
OVC
PHD
PLHA
PNKS
Ps
PWD
Q
Riel
RH
SA
SHS
SHT
S-KS
S-PV
SRI
TBA
TWG
VAHW
VC
VCCT
VDC
VDP
VG
VGV
VHC
VHSG
VL
WA
WMC

Agriculture and Livelihoods component
Admin Finance Officer
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Antiretroviral (drug)
Animal Health Production Department
Antenatal Care
Boundary Partner
Community Based Organization
Commune Council
Cambodian Children Against Starvation and
Violation Association
Community Based Natural Resource Management
Commune Credit Association
Cambodian HIV/AIDS Education and Care
Community of Practice
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee
Child to Child
Development Manager
Disaster Risk Reduction
Farmer Association
9 females
Farmer Field School
Full Village Meeting
Gender And Development for Cambodia
HIV/AIDS Coordinating Committee
Home Base Care Team
Health Centre
Healthcare Center for Children
Joint Climate Change Initiatives project
Phnom Penh Head Office
Human Right Advocacy Volunteer
Identification Card for Poor household
Integrated Farming System
Integrated Pest Management
Life With Dignity organization
Non-Governmental Organization
Network Prey Veng
Operational District
Orphan Vulnerable Children
Provincial Health Department
People Living With HIV/AIDS
Ponleu Ney Kdey Sangkhum
Person
People with disability
Quarter
4,000 riel is equal one US dollar
Referral Hospital
Social Accountability
School Health Supervisor
School Health Tutor
Somleng Kampong Speu
Somleng Prey Veng
System Rice Intensification
Traditional Birth Attendance
Technical Working Group
Village Animal Health Worker
Village Chief
Voluntary Confidential Counselling and Testing
Village Development Committee
Village Development Plan
Vulnerable Group—ID Poor families, PWD, and PLHA
Village Gender Volunteer
Village Health Commune
Village Health Support Group
Village Leader
Women Association
Water Management Committee
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Village/Commune Names
APK Ampil Krov village/commune
AKR Angkor Reach commune
BOS Bos village
BT Buek Touk village
BTS Banteay Sre village
BV Beong Veng village
BY Bayab village
CHB Chong Boeng village
CHH Chhouk village
CHR Chrey Commune
CKP Chey Kampok village/commune
DRP Damrey Poun commune
DY Doun Yuk village
KK Krasang Koy village
KP Kampot province
KR Kros village
KRV Kok Roveang village
KTL Kampong Trach Lek commune
KTK Kampong Trach Keut commune
PL Ponhea Leang village
LN Lun village
LV Lvea village, Lvea commune
LU Lueng village
MK Menong Krom village
OPM Oppama village
PBS Prey Basrey village
PGL Ponneah Leang
PLP Prey Lompeng village
PMD Pramo Dom village
PPS Phnom Pra Sat commune
PTM Prey Tamok village
PV Prey Veng province
RCH1 Russey Chuk 1 village
RCH2 Russey Chuk 2 village
SA Svai Att village
SCC Svai Cho Cheb commune
SK Svay Kun village
SKV Sieng Kveang commune
SMC Smong Chueng commune
SRP Svai Rompea commune
ST Svai Toul
SV Svay village
TCH Toul Chrey village
TKD Tbong Kdey village
TKE Takeo village
TNK Tnong Keut village
TNL Tnong Lech viilage
TPP Trapang Pring village
TSL Toul Sala commune
TSP Toul Sophy village
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